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Abstract

We give two graph theoretical characterizations of tope graphs of (complexes of) oriented ma-
troids. The first is in terms of excluded partial cube minors, the second is that all antipodal subgraphs
are gated. A direct consequence is a third characterization in terms of zone graphs of tope graphs.

Further corollaries include a characterization of topes of oriented matroids due to da Silva, an-
other one of Handa, a characterization of lopsided systems due to Lawrence, and an intrinsic char-
acterization of tope graphs of affine oriented matroids. Moreover, we obtain purely graph theoretic
polynomial time recognition algorithms for tope graphs of the above and a finite list of excluded
partial cube minors for the bounded rank case.

In particular, our results answer a relatively long-standing open question in oriented matroids and
can be seen as identifying the theory of (complexes of) oriented matroids as a part of metric graph
theory. Another consequence is that all finite Pasch graphs are tope graphs of complexes of oriented
matroids, which confirms a conjecture of Chepoi and the two authors.
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1 Introduction

A graph G = (V, E) is a partial cube if it is (isomorphic to) an isometric subgraph of a hypercube graph
Qn, i.e., dG(u, v) = dQn

(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V , where d denotes the distance function of the respective
graphs. Partial cubes were introduced by Graham and Pollak [25] in the study of interconnection net-
works. They form an important graph class in media theory [20], frequently appear in chemical graph
theory [19], and quoting [29] present one of the central and most studied classes in metric graph theory.

Important subclasses of partial cubes include median graphs, bipartite cellular graphs, hypercellular
graphs, Pasch graphs, and netlike partial cubes. Partial cubes also capture several important graph classes
not directly coming from metric graph theory, such as region graphs of hyperplane arrangements, dia-
grams of distributive lattices, linear extension graphs of posets, tope graphs of oriented matroids (OMs),
tope graphs of affine oriented matroids (AOMs), and lopsided systems (LOPs). A recently introduced
unifying generalization of these classes are complexes of oriented matroids (COMs), whose tope graphs
are partial cubes as well [3]. As it turns out, all of the above mentioned classes or partial cubes are
indeed tope graphs of COMs.

Partial cubes admit a natural minor-relation (pc-minors for short) and several of the above classes
including tope graphs of COMs are pc-minor closed. Complete (finite) lists of excluded pc-minors are
known for median graphs, bipartite cellular graphs, hypercellular graphs and Pasch graphs, see [9, 11,
10]. Another well-known construction of a smaller graph from a partial cube is the zone graph [29].

In this paper we focus on COMs and their tope graphs. We present two characterizations of the
tope graphs and thus two graph theoretical characterizations of COMs. The first characterization is in
terms of its complete (infinite) list of excluded pc-minors. As corollaries we obtain excluded pc-minor
characterizations for tope graphs of OMs, AOMs, and LOPs. Moreover, in the case of bounded rank the
list of excluded pc-minors is finite. We devise a polynomial time algorithm for checking if a given partial
cube has another one as pc-minor, leading to polynomial time recognition algorithms for the classes with
a finite list of excluded pc-minors. Another consequence is a characterization of tope graphs of COMs in
terms of iterated zone graphs, which generalizes a result of Handa [26] about tope sets of OMs.

The second characterization of tope graphs of COMs is in terms of the metric behavior of certain
subgraphs. More precisely, we prove that a partial cube is the tope graph of a COM if and only if all
of its antipodal (also known as symmetric-even [5]) subgraphs are gated. As corollaries, this theorem
specializes to tope graphs of OMs, AOMs, and LOPs. In particular, we obtain a new unified proof for
characterization theorems of tope sets of LOPs and OMs due to Lawrence [30] and da Silva [14], re-
spectively. Moreover, this characterization allows to prove that Pasch graphs are COMs, confirming a
conjecture of Chepoi, Knauer, and Marc [10]. Finally, our characterization is verifiable in polynomial
time, hence gives polynomial time recognition algorithms for tope graphs of COMs, OMs, AOMs, and
LOPs, even without bounding the rank. Note that a polynomial time recognition algorithm for tope
graphs of OMs was known before, see [24]. However, this algorithm works without a characterization
of the graphs, but constructs the set of cocircuits from the topes and there verifies the cocircuit axioms.

In particular, we answer a long-standing open question on OMs, i.e., the question for a purely graph
theoretical characterization of tope graphs, see [27, Problem 2] that can furthermore be verified in
polynomial, which was posed in [22, Problem 1.2]. Since the tope graph determines a COM, OM, AOM,
or LOP up to isomorphism, see [3], our results can be seen as identifying the theory of (complexes of)
oriented matroids as a part of metric graph theory.

Content of the paper: The main theorem of the paper is Theorem 1.1, saying that a graph G is the tope
graph of a COM, i.e., G ∈ GCOM, if and only if G is antipodally gated, i.e., G ∈ AG, if and only if G does
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Figure 1: A COM realized by a hyperplane arrangement and an open polyhedron in R2. The arrows on
the hyperplanes indicate their positive side.

not contain a partial cube minor from a specific set Q−, i.e., G ∈ F (Q−). Let us here give an outline of
its proof ingredients and its corollaries, before going into the technicalities starting in the next section.
The general strategy will be to prove first GCOM ⊆ AG, then F (Q−) ⊆ GCOM, and finally AG ⊆F (Q−).

Let us start by introducing the idea of a COM, which usually is encoded as a system of sign-vectors
L ∈ {+,−, 0}E on a finite ground set E . In the illustrative realizable case one can think of L as the
relative positions of cells in an oriented hyperplane arrangement intersected with an open polyhedron.
See Figure 1 for an instructive example. This is a unifying generalization of realizable LOPs, OMs, and
AOMs. The definition of LOPs, COMs, OMs, and AOMs can all be given in terms of axiomatics of the
set of covectors L and also from this point of view it is reflected how COMs generalize the other ones
naturally, see Definition 3.1.

The tope graph of a system of sign vectors is the graph induced by its topes, i.e., covectors without
zero entries, in the hypercube {+,−}E . In case of COMs the tope graph (without labeling of the vertices)
determines the COM up to isomorphism, see [3]. Moreover, the tope graph of a COM is a partial cube,
see [3]. One way of thinking of being a partial cube is that the edges receive colors corresponding to
the dimensions of the hypercube, see Figure 2.

Of particular importance to us are two types of metric subgraphs. An antipodal subgraph H of G
has the property, that for each vertex v in H there is an antipode −H v, such that the H is smallest convex
subgraph of G containing v and −H v. The antipodal subgraphs of the graph in Figure 2 are exactly the
vertices, edges, and bounded faces. The second property of a subgraph H is the one of being gated. This
means, that for every vertex v ∈ G, there is a gate v′ in H, such that for every v′′ ∈ H there is a shortest
path from v through v′ to v′′. In partial cubes this amounts to the fact that there is path from v to H that
does not use any color that is present on the edges of H. We say that a graph is antipodally gated if all
of its antipodal subgraphs are gated. The graph in Figure 2 is antipodally gated, but also for instance
the subgraph induced by the vertices incident to red or green edges is gated. A non-gated subgraph is
given by the path P of length two induced by the three left-most vertices. A vertex that has no gate in P
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Figure 2: The tope graph of the COM from Figure 1. The color classes of edges giving the embedding
into the cube correspond to the hyperplanes of the arrangement in R2.

is the degree four vertex v, since all paths from v to P use a color present in P.
Exploring correspondences between axiomatical behavior of sign-vectors and metric subgraphs of

partial cubes, in Theorem 4.9 we show that tope graphs of COMs are antipodally gated. This is the first
part of the proof of Theorem 1.1, i.e., GCOM ⊆ AG.

Clearly, there are partial cubes that do not satisfy Theorem 4.9, i.e., they contain a non-gated an-
tipodal subgraph. Figure 3 shows a partial cube in which the bottom C6 is an antipodal subgraph, that
is not gated, because the red vertex does not have gate.

contract

restrict
restrict

, ,

Ee

Figure 3: A non antipodally gated partial cube and the partial cube minors obtained by contracting or
restricting with respect to the vertical edge class Ee.

Instead of studying all the partial cubes, that have a non-gated antipodal subgraph, we use the notion
of partial cube minors, in order to classify only minimal such partial cubes with respect to this operation.
A partial cube minor is either a contraction of a color class or the restriction to one its sides. Hence, it
is a specialization of the standard graph minor notion. In Figure 3 we illustrate the partial cube minor
on an example.

The next and second step of our proof is providing a setQ− of partial cubes that are minor-minimal
with respect to having a non-gated antipodal subgraph. The graph of Figure 3 is the smallest elements
ofQ−, more of these graphs are depicted in Figure 10. It is easy to check that the minors in Figure 3 are
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antipodally gated, i.e., the graph on top is minimally non antipodally gated. The class of tope graphs of
COMs is closed under pc-minors. This is illustrated by our realizable example in Figure 4. By definition
the class F (Q−) of partial cubes excludes the minors from Q− as well. In Theorem 5.7 we use this to
show that, if G is not the tope graph of a COM, then it must have a partial cube minor from Q−. This
concludes the second part of our proof since it means, that if G excludes Q−, then it is the tope graph
of a COM, i.e., F (Q−) ⊆ GCOM.

Figure 4: Two partial cube minors obtained from the COM of Figure 2 by contracting and restricting
with respect to the red color class.

The last and most technical part of our proof is to show that the class of antipodally gated partial
cube does not contain a member of Q− as partial cube minor. The class F (Q−) is closed under partial
cube minors and graphs in Q− are minor-minimal having non-gated antipodal subgraphs. We will thus
show that the class of antipodally gated partial cubes is closed under partial cube minors (Theorem 6.1).
This implies, that if G has a partial cube minor from Q−, then it cannot be antipodally gated, i.e.,
AG ⊆ F (Q−). This concludes the last part of the circular proof of our main theorem, which we will
sketch quickly again.

Theorem 1.1. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G is the tope graph of a COM, i.e., G ∈ GCOM,

(ii) G is an antipodally gated partial cube, i.e., G ∈ AG,

(iii) G is a partial cube with no partial cube minor from Q−, i.e., G ∈ F (Q−).

Proof. The implication (i)⇒(ii) is Theorem 4.9. The implication (iii)⇒(i) is Theorem 5.7. Finally,
(ii)⇒(iii) follows from the fact that that all the graphs in Q− have a non-gated antipodal subgraph
asserted in Lemma 5.1 and that the class AG is pc-minor closed, see Theorem 6.1.

In order to get an idea of the further implications of this theorem without going into the technical
details we propose to jump directly to Section 7. The first corollary will establish a generalization of a
theorem of Handa and characterize tope graphs of COMs by the fact that all iterated zone graphs are par-
tial cubes. Afterwards resulting characterizations of tope graphs of OMs, LOPs, and AOMs (of bounded
rank) are given. Moreover, the polynomial time recognition is shown and answering a conjecture of [10]
it is shown that Pasch graphs are tope graphs of COMs.

In the following we survey in more detail the Structure of the paper:

The next two sections (2 and 3) are preliminaries dedicated on the one hand to partial cubes and
on the other hand to systems of sign vectors. They can be skipped and looked back at when necessary.
Apart from this purpose a couple of results of independent interest are given in Section 2.
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In Section 2 we introduce partial cubes with some more care, as well as metric subgraphs such
as convex, gated, antipodal, and affine subgraphs and we discuss their behavior with respect to pc-
minors and expansions. This section is quite technical and heavy in definitions since it introduces all the
necessary background and auxiliary lemmas, that are needed for the rest of the paper. We discuss zone
graphs of partial cubes, which play a role in part of our proof. We devise a polynomial time algorithm for
checking if a given partial cube has another one as a pc-minor (Proposition 2.4). We give an expansion
procedure of how to construct all antipodal partial cubes from a single vertex (Lemma 2.14) and provide
an intrinsic characterization of affine partial cubes (Proposition 2.16).

Section 3 is dedicated to the introduction of the systems of sign-vectors relevant to this paper,
i.e. COMs, OMs, AOMs, and LOPs, and their behavior under the usual minor-relations. Also, here quite
some amount of definitions is introduced, that however coincides with the standard such as given in [3].

In Section 4 we bring the content of the first two sections together and explain how systems of
sign-vectors lead to partial cubes and vice versa. We show how metric properties of subgraphs and pc-
minors correspond to axiomatic properties and minor relations of systems of sign-vectors. In particular
we prove that tope graphs of COMs are antipodally gated (Theorem 4.9), and characterize tope graphs
of OMs, AOMs, and LOPs as special tope graphs of COMs. Theorem 4.9 gives the first implication for
our characterization theorem (Theorem 1.1).

In Section 5 we introduce the (infinite) set of excluded pc-minors of tope graphs of COMs and provide
some of its crucial properties, that will be used throughout the proofs in the following sections. In partic-
ular, we show that every member of the class has an antipodal subgraph that is not gated (Lemma 5.1).
We conclude Section 5 with the the proof that partial cubes excluding all pc-minors from the class are
tope graphs of COMs (Theorem 5.7). In particular, Theorem 5.7 gives the second implication of Theo-
rem 1.1.

Finally, in Section 6 we show that the class of antipodally gated partial cubes under pc-minors (Theo-
rem 6.1). Since the members of our setQ− of excluded pc-minors have non-gated antipodal subgraphs,
this yields the third and last implication of Theorem 1.1.

Section 7 is dedicated to the corollaries of our theorem, that are announced above. In, particular
we prove the generalization of Handa’s Theorem (Corollary 7.1) and prove a conjecture of [10] (Corol-
lary 7.7). We conclude the paper with several further questions in Section 8.

2 Pc-minors, expansions, zone graphs, and metric subgraphs

In the present section we will give a thorough introduction to the theory of partial cubes and its elements
that are important to our characterization. This will contain many definitions and lemmas, that will be
used later. Of central importance are partial cube minors, expansions, zone graphs, and their interactions
with metric subgraphs, such as convex, antipodal, affine, and gated subgraphs.

Let us start by giving an alternative way of characterizing partial cubes. Any isometric embedding
of a partial cube into a hypercube leads to the same partition of edges into so-called Θ-classes, where
two edges are equivalent, if they correspond to a change in the same coordinate of the hypercube. This
can be shown using the Djoković-Winkler-relation Θ which is defined in the graph without reference to
an embedding, see [17, 36]. We will describe next, how the relation Θ can be defined independently of
an embedding.

A subgraph G′ of G is convex if for all pairs of vertices in G′ all their shortest paths in G stay in
G′. For an edge a = uv of G, define the sets W (u, v) = {x ∈ V : d(x , u) < d(x , v)}. By a theorem of
Djoković [17], a graph G is a partial cube if and only if G is bipartite and for any edge a = uv the sets
W (u, v) and W (v, u) are convex. In this case, setting aΘa′ for a = uv and a′ = u′v′ if u′ ∈W (u, v) and
v′ ∈W (v, u) yields Θ.

We index the set of equivalence classes of Θ by a set E . For f ∈ E we denote the equivalence
class by E f .For an arbitrary (oriented) edge uv ∈ E f , let E−f := W (u, v) and E+f := W (v, u) the pair of

complementary convex halfspaces of G. Now, identifying any vertex v of G with v ∈QE = {+,−}E which
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for any class of Θ associates the sign of the halfspace containing v gives an isometric embedding of G
into QE .

2.1 Pc-minors, expansions, and zone graphs

We will now introduce the notions of Pc-minors (i.e., contraction and restriction) and zone graphs, which
are methods to obtain smaller partial cubes from bigger ones, as well as, expansions, which are inverses
of contractions. An important observation in this section is a polynomial time algorithm for checking for
a given partial cube minor (Proposition 2.4).

2.1.1 Restrictions

Given f ∈ E , an (elementary) restriction consists in taking one of the subgraphs G[E−f ] or G[E+f ]
induced by the complementary halfspaces E−f and E+f , which we will denote by ρ f −(G) and ρ f +(G),
respectively. These graphs are isometric subgraphs of the hypercube QE\{ f }. Now applying two elemen-
tary restriction with respect to different coordinates f , g, independently of the order of f and g, we will
obtain one of the four (possibly empty) subgraphs induced by E−f ∩ E−g , E−f ∩ E+g , E+f ∩ E−g , and E+f ∩ E+g .
Since the intersection of convex subsets is convex, each of these four sets is convex in G and consequently
induces an isometric subgraph of the hypercube QE\{ f ,g}. More generally, a restriction is a subgraph of
G induced by the intersection of a set of (non-complementary) halfspaces of G. See Figures 3, 4, and 5
for examples of restrictions. We denote restrictions by ρX (G), where X ∈ {+,−}E is a signed set of
halfspaces of G. For subset S of the vertices of G and f ∈ E , we denote ρ f +(S) := ρ f +(G) ∩ S and
ρ f −(S) := ρ f −(G)∩ S, respectively. We will say that E f crosses a subset of vertices S of G if ρ f +(S) 6= ;
and ρ f −(S) 6= ;.

The smallest convex subgraph of G containing V ′ is called the convex hull of V ′ and denoted by
conv(V ′). The following is well-known, also see Figure 5:

Lemma 2.1 ([1, 2, 9]). The set of restrictions of a partial cube G coincides with its set of convex subgraphs.
Indeed, for any subset of vertices V ′ we have that conv(V ′) is the intersection of all halfspaces containing
V ′. In particular, the class of partial cubes is closed under taking restrictions.

2.1.2 Contractions

For f ∈ E , we say that the graph G/E f obtained from G by contracting the edges of the equivalence class
E f is an (elementary) contraction of G. For a vertex v of G, we will denote by π f (v) the image of v
under the contraction in G/E f , i.e. if uv is an edge of E f , then π f (u) = π f (v), otherwise π f (u) 6= π f (v).
We will apply π f to subsets S ⊆ V , by setting π f (S) := {π f (v) : v ∈ S}. In particular we denote the
contraction of G by π f (G). See Figures 3, 4, and 6 for examples of contractions.

It is well-known and in particular follows from the proof of the first part of [12, Theorem 3] that
π f (G) is an isometric subgraph of QE\{ f }. Since edge contractions in graphs commute, i.e. the resulting
graph does not depend on the order in which a set of edges is contracted, we have:

Lemma 2.2. The class of partial cubes is closed under contractions. Moreover, contractions commute in
partial cubes, i.e. if f , g ∈ E and f 6= g, then πg(π f (G)) = π f (πg(G)).

Consequently, for a set A⊆ E , we denote by πA(G) the isometric subgraph of Q(E \A) obtained from
G by contracting the classes A⊆ E in G. See Figure 6 for examples.

The following can easily be derived from the definitions, see e.g. [10]:

Lemma 2.3. Contractions and restrictions commute in partial cubes, i.e. if f , g ∈ E and f 6= g, then
ρg+(π f (G)) = π f (ρg+(G)).
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Figure 5: The convex subgraphs of a partial cube ordered by inclusion. Green background means gated,
thick outline means antipodal.

The previous lemmas show that any set of restrictions and any set of contractions of a partial cube
G provide the same result, independently of the order in which we perform the restrictions and contrac-
tions. The resulting graph G′ is also a partial cube, and G′ is called a pc-minor of G. In this paper we
will study classes of partial cubes that are closed under taking pc-minors. Clearly, any such class has a
(possibly infinite) set X of minimal excluded pc-minors. We denote by F (X ) the pc-minor closed class
of partial cubes excluding X .

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a finite set of partial cubes. It is decidable in polynomial time if a partial cube G
is in F (X ).

Proof. Let G′, G be partial cubes. Denote by n′ and n the number of vertices of G′ and G, respectively,
and with k′ and k the number of Θ-classes in G′ and G. We will show that testing if G′ is a pc-minor of
G can be done in polynomial time with respect to n. This clearly implies the result.

For every subset V ′ of at most n′ vertices of G do the following: First compute conv(V ′) and count
the number of Θ-classes of G crossing it, say it equals to k′′. Then k′′ ≤ k, and if k′′ < k′ discard the
subgraph. On the other hand, if k′′ ≥ k′, then for every subset S of size k′′− k′ of the Θ-classes crossing
conv(V ′), contract in conv(V ′) all the Θ-classes of S. Finally, check if the resulting graph is isomorphic
to G′.

Using Lemma 2.3, we know that G′ is a pc-minor if and only if it can be obtained by first restricting
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Figure 6: Some contractions of a partial cube. Thick edges mean peripherality.

and then contracting, and by Lemma 2.1, taking restrictions coincides with taking convex hulls. We need
to prove that one can take a convex hull of exactly n′ vertices. For that assume that G′ can be obtained
from G by first restricting to G′′ and then contracting. For each vertex v′ of G′ pick a vertex v′′ in G′′

such that v′′ maps to v′ under contraction. Then the set of all such v′′ is also a subset in G, call it S. We
claim that taking a convex hull of S and then contracting gives G′. In fact, the obtained graph must be
a subgraph of G′ since the convex hull of S is a subset of G′′. On the other hand, every vertex of G′ is
obtained in this way since S includes a representative of pre-image of every vertex of G′. This gives the
correctness of the algorithm.

For the running time, we have a loop of length O (nn′). In each execution we compute conv(V ′)
which via Lemma 2.1 can be easily done by intersecting all the halfspaces containing V ′. Then we have
O (
� k′′

k′′−k′
�

) = O (
�k′′

k′
�

)≤ O (
� n

k′
�

) = O (nk′) choices for the contractions of the Θ-classes, each of which can
clearly be done in polynomial time, too. Note that k′ < n′. Finally, we check if the obtained graph is
isomorphic to G′, which only depends on n′.

2.1.3 Expansions

Later on we will also consider the inverse operation of contraction: a partial cube G is an expansion
of a partial cube G′ if G′ = π f (G) for some Θ-class f of G. Indeed expansions can be detected within
the smaller graph. Let G′ be a partial cube containing two isometric subgraphs G′1 and G′2 such that
G′ = G′1 ∪ G′2, there are no edges from G′1 \ G′2 to G′2 \ G′1, and denote G′0 := G′1 ∩ G′2. A graph G is an
expansion of G′ with respect to G0 if G is obtained from G′ by replacing each vertex v of G′1 by a vertex
v1 and each vertex v of G′2 by a vertex v2 such that ui and vi , i = 1,2 are adjacent in G if and only if u
and v are adjacent vertices of G′i , and v1v2 is an edge of G if and only if v is a vertex of G′0. The following
is well-known:

Lemma 2.5 ([9, 12]). A graph G is a partial cube if and only if G can be obtained by a sequence of
expansions from a single vertex.

We will make use of the following lemma about the interplay of contractions and expansions:
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Lemma 2.6. Assume that we have the following commutative diagram of contractions:

G π f1(G)

π f2(G) π f1(π f2(G))

π f1

π f2 π f2

π f1

If G is expanded from π f1(G) along sets G1, G2 ⊆ π f1(G), then π f2(G) is expanded from π f1(π f2(G)) along
sets π f2(G1) and π f2(G2).

Proof. Let π f2(G) be expanded from π f1(π f2(G)) along sets H1, H2. Consider v ∈ π f1(π f2(G)). Vertex v
is in H1 ∩ H2 if and only if its preimage in π f2(G) is an edge in E f1 , which is equivalent to the property
that the preimage of this edge is intersected by E+f1 and E−f1 in G. Furthermore, this is equivalent to the
image of this subgraph in π f1(G), say I , having at least one vertex in G1∩G2. The image I is contracted
to v by π f2 , thus I is an edge or a vertex. Since every edge of π f1(G) must have both its endpoints in G1
or both its endpoints in G2, we deduce that I has a vertex in G1∩G2 if and only if v in π f2(G1)∩π f2(G2).
This proves that H1 ∩H2 = π f2(G1)∩π f2(G2).

Removing H1∩H2 = π f2(G1)∩π f2(G2) from π f1(π f2(G)) cuts it into two connected components, one
a subset of H1, one a subset of H2. On the other hand, removing G1 ∩ G2 from π f1(G) also cuts it into
two connected components, one in G1 and one in G2. Since π f2 maps connected subgraphs to connected
subgraphs, we see that H1 = π f2(G1) and H2 = π f2(G2), or the other way around.

Let G be a partial cube and f ∈ E indexing one of its Θ-classes E f . Assume that a halfspace E+f (or
E−f ) is such that all its vertices are incident with edges from E f . Then we call E+f (or E−f ) peripheral. In
such a case we will also call E f a peripheral Θ-class, and call G a peripheral expansion of π f (G). Note
that an expansion along sets G1, G2 is peripheral if and only if one of the sets G1, G2 is the whole graph
and the other one an isometric subgraph. An expansion is called full if G1 = G2. Note that in this case,
the expanded graph is isomorphic to G1�K2. See Figure 6 for examples of peripheral and non-peripheral
expansions.

2.1.4 Zone graphs

For a partial cube G and f ∈ E the zone graph of G with respect to f is the graph ζ f (G) whose vertices
correspond to the edges of E f and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding edges of
E f lie in a convex cycle of G, see [29]. Here, a convex cycle is just a convex subgraph that is a cycle.
In particular, ζ f can be seen as a mapping from edges of G that are not in E f but lie on a convex cycle
crossed by E f to the edges of ζ f (G). If ζ f (G) is a partial cube, then we say that ζ f (G) is well-embedded
if for two edges a, b of ζ f (G) we have aΘb if and only if the sets of Θ-classes crossing ζ−1

f (a) and

ζ−1
f (b) coincide and otherwise they are disjoint. As an example, note that all zone graphs of the graph

in Figure 2 are well-embedded paths, while all zone graphs of the graph on top in Figure 3 are triangles.
For yet another example, see Figure 7. A consequence of Corollary 7.1 will be that out of these three
examples only the first one is the tope graph of a COM.

For discussing zone graphs in partial cubes the following will be useful. Let v1u1, v2u2 ∈ Ee be edges
in a partial cube G with v1, v2 ∈ E+e . Let C1, . . . , Cn, n≥ 1, be a sequence of convex cycles such that v1u1
lies only on C1, v2u2 lies only on Cn, and each pair Ci and Ci+1, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, intersects in exactly
one edge and this edge is in Ee, all the other pairs do not intersect. If the shortest path from v1 to v2 on
the union of C1, . . . , Cn is a shortest v1, v2-path in G, then we call C1, . . . , Cn a convex traverse from v1u1
to v2u2. In [31] it was shown that for every pair of edges v1u1, v2u2 in relation Θ there exists a convex
traverse connecting them.
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Figure 7: A partial cube all of whose zone graphs are either 4-cycles or 6-cycles, but none of them are
well-embedded.

Lemma 2.7. Let G be a partial cube and f ∈ E . Then ζ f (G) is a well-embedded partial cube if and only if
for any two convex cycles C , C ′ that are crossed by E f and some Eg both C and C ′ are crossed by the same
set of Θ-classes.

Proof. The direction “⇒” follows immediately from the definition of well-embedded.
For “⇐” let G satisfy the property that for any two convex cycles C , C ′ that are crossed by E f and

some Eg both C , C ′ are crossed by the same set of Θ-classes.
Define an equivalence relation on the edges of ζ f (G) by a ∼ b if and only if ζ−1

f (a) and ζ−1
f (b) are

crossed by the same set of Θ-classes. Let a′, b′ ∈ E f be two edges of G corresponding to vertices of
ζ f (G). Then, there exists a convex traverse T from a′ to b′, i.e., no two cycles in T share Θ-classes apart
from f . By the property on convex cycles in G all such paths from a′ to b′ in ζ f (G) are crossed by the
same set of equivalence classes and each exactly once. Furthermore, if there was a path in ζ f (G) not
corresponding to a traverse, its cycles would repeat Θ-classes of G, thus cross several times equivalence
classes of ζ f (G). Thus, every equivalence class of ∼ cuts ζ f (G) into two convex subgraphs. We have
that ζ f (G) is a partial cube and the embedding we defined shows that it is well-embedded.

A well-embedded zone graph ζ f (G) thus induces an equivalence relation on theΘ-classes of G except
f , that are involved in convex cycles crossed by E f . We denote by e the class of Θ-classes containing Ee.
Note that e corresponds to a Θ-class of ζ f (G) and vice versa.

The following will be useful:

Lemma 2.8. Let ζ f (G) be a well-embedded partial cube and g, h two equivalent Θ-classes of G and C a
convex cycle crossed by E f , Eg , Eh. If a ∈ E f is an edge such that a = C ∩ E f ∩ E+g = C ∩ E f ∩ E+h , then each
edge of E f is either in E+g ∩ E+h or in E−g ∩ E−h .

Proof. Suppose otherwise, that there is an edge b in E f ∩ E+g ∩ E−h . The interval from a to b is crossed by
Eh but not by Eg . Let T be a convex traverse from a to b. Then there exists a convex cycle on T crossed
by E f and Eh but not by Eg contradicting Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 2.8 justifies that if ζ f (G) is a well-embedded partial cube and g ∈ E \{ f }, then we can orient
g in ζ f (G) such that ρg+(ζ f (G)) = ζ f (ρg+(G)).
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Lemma 2.9. Let G be a partial cube, f ∈ E such that ζ f (G) is a well-embedded partial cube, A⊆ E \ { f }
and X ∈ {+,−}A. We have π{e | e⊆A}(ζ f (G)) = ζ f (πA(G)) and ρ{eXe |e∈A}(ζ f (G)) = ζ f (ρX (G)).

Proof. For the contractions, clearly any contraction in ζ f (G) corresponds to contracting the correspond-
ing equivalence classes in G. Conversely, if some Θ-classes A are contracted in G, this affects only the
classes of ζ f (G) such that all the corresponding edges in G are contained in A.

Taking a restriction in ζ f (G) can be modeled by restricting to the respective sides of all the elements
of the corresponding class of Θ-classes of G.

By Lemma 2.8, if a set of restrictions in G leads to a non-empty zone graph, there is an orientation
for all the elements of the classes of Θ-classes containing them leading to the same result.

2.2 Pc-minors and expansions versus metric subgraphs

In this section we present conditions under which contractions, restrictions, and expansions preserve
metric properties of subgraphs, such as convexity, gatedness, antipodality, and affinity. An important
result of the section is an intrinsic characterization of affine partial cubes (Proposition 2.16).

2.2.1 Convex subgraphs

Let G = (V, E) be an isometric subgraph of the hypercube QE and let S be a subset of vertices of G.
Let f be any coordinate of E . We will say that E f is disjoint from S if it does not cross S and has no
vertices in S. The following three lemmas describe the behavior of convex subgraphs under contractions,
restrictions, and expansions. Their (short) proofs can be found in [10].

Lemma 2.10. If H is a convex subgraph of G and f ∈ E , then ρ f +(H) is a convex subgraph of ρ f +(G). If
E f crosses H or is disjoint from H, then also π f (H) is a convex subgraph of π f (G).

Lemma 2.11. If S is a subset of vertices of G and f ∈ E , then π f (conv(S)) ⊆ conv(π f (S)). If E f crosses
S, then π f (conv(S)) = conv(π f (S)).

Lemma 2.12. If H ′ is a convex subgraph of G′ and G is obtained from G′ by an isometric expansion, then
the expansion of H of H ′ is a convex subgraph of G.

2.2.2 Antipodal subgraphs

Let H be a subgraph of G. If for a vertex x ∈ H there is a vertex −H x ∈ H such that conv(x ,−H x) = H
we say that −H x is the antipode of x with respect to H and we omit the subscript H if this causes no
confusion. Intervals in a partial cube are convex since intervals in hypercubes equal (convex) subhyper-
cubes, therefore conv(x ,−H x) consists of all the vertices on the shortest paths connecting x and −H x .
Then it is easy to see, that if a vertex has an antipode, it is unique. We call a subgraph H of a partial
cube G = (V, E) antipodal if every vertex x of H has an antipode with respect to H. Note that antipodal
graphs are sometimes defined in a different but equivalent way and then are called symmetric-even,
see [5]. By definition, antipodal subgraphs are convex. See Figure 5 for examples of antipodal and
non-antipodal subgraphs. Their behavior with respect to pc-minors has been described in [10] in the
following way:

Lemma 2.13. Let H be an antipodal subgraph of G and f ∈ E . If E f is disjoint from H, then ρ f +(H) is an
antipodal subgraph of ρ f +(G). If E f crosses H or is disjoint from H, then π f (H) is an antipodal subgraph
of π f (G).

In particular, Lemma 2.13 implies that the class of antipodal partial cubes is closed under contrac-
tions. Next we will deduce a characterization of those expansions that generate all antipodal partial
cubes from a single vertex, in the same way as Lemma 2.5 characterizes all partial cubes. Let G be an
antipodal partial cube and G1, G2 two subgraphs corresponding to an isometric expansion. We say that
it is an antipodal expansion if and only if −G1 = G2, where −G1 is defined as the set of antipodes of G1.
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Lemma 2.14. Let G be a partial cube and πe(G) antipodal. Then G is an antipodal expansion of πe(G) if
and only if G is antipodal. In particular, all antipodal partial cubes arise from a single vertex by a sequence
of antipodal expansion.

Proof. Say πe(G) is expanded to G along sets G1, G2. Let v ∈ G1 and v′ ∈ G a vertex with πe(v′) = v.
If G is antipodal, there exists a vertex −v′ whose distance to v′ is equal to the number of Θ-classes of

G. In particular, the shortest path must cross Ee, proving that πe(−v′) ∈ G2. But πe(−v′) = −v proving
that −v ∈ G2.

Conversely, if −G1 = G2 it is easy to see, that the antipode of v′ is in π−1
e (−v).

A further useful property of antipodal subgraphs of partial cubes proved in [10] is the following:

Lemma 2.15. If H is an antipodal subgraph of G, then H contains an isometric cycle C such that conv(C) =
H.

2.2.3 Affine subgraphs

We call a partial cube affine if it is a halfspace of an antipodal partial cube. All graphs except the one
on the top and the K1,3 in Figure 5 are affine. We can give the following intrinsic characterization of
affine partial cubes, that will play a crucial role in our characterization of tope graphs of AOMs, see
Corollary 7.3.

Proposition 2.16. A partial cube G is affine if and only if for all u, v vertices of G there are w,−w in G
such that conv(u, w) and conv(v,−w) are crossed by disjoint sets of Θ-classes.

Proof. Let G = E+f (eG) be a halfspace of an antipodal partial cube eG. For u, v ∈ G consider the antipode

−
eG v of v in E−f (eG). By Lemma 2.15, we can consider an isometric cycle C through v, u,−

eG v such that

conv(C) = eG. The two vertices w, z on C ∩ E+f (eG) that are incident with edges from E f (eG) are connected
on C by a shortest path crossing all the Θ-classes of G, i.e. z = −Gw. By symmetry of w,−Gw, we can
assume that v appears before u on a shortest path from w to −Gw. Thus w,−Gw ∈ G are such that
conv(u, w) and conv(v,−Gw) are crossed by disjoint sets of Θ-classes.

Conversely, let G be such that for all u, v ∈ G there are w,−w ∈ G such that conv(u, w) and conv(v,−w)
are crossed by disjoint sets of Θ-classes. We construct eG by taking a copy G′ of G and join w with an edge
to (−w)′ for each pair w,−w ∈ G. Associating all these new edges to a new coordinate of the hypercube
we get an embedding into a hypercube of dimension one higher. First we show that eG is a partial cube.
Since G and its copy on their own are partial cubes, suppose now that u ∈ G and v′ ∈ G′. In G we
can take w,−Gw ∈ G such that convG(u, w) and convG(v,−Gw) are crossed by disjoint sets of Θ-classes.
Consider a shortest path from u to w, then the edge to (−w)′, and finally a shortest path from (−w)′ to
v′. Since none of the original Θ-classes was crossed twice, this is a shortest path of the hypercube that
eG is embedded in.

It remains to show that eG is antipodal. For every vertex v ∈ G there exists w,−w ∈ G such that
conv(v, w) and conv(v,−w) are crossed by disjoint sets of Θ-classes. In fact, in this case conv(v, w) and
conv(v,−w) together cross all Θ-classes of G. Hence taking a shortest path from v to w, then the edge to
(−w)′ and from there a shortest path to v′ yields a path from v to v′ crossing each Θ-class of eG exactly
once. This implies that v′ is an antipode of v.

By Lemma 2.3 a contraction of a halfspace is a halfspace and by Lemma 2.13 antipodal partial cubes
are closed under contraction, therefore we immediately get:

Lemma 2.17. The class of affine partial cubes is closed under contraction.
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2.2.4 Gated subgraphs

A subgraph H of G, or just a set of vertices of H, is called gated (in G) if for every vertex x outside H
there exists a vertex x ′ in H, the gate of x , such that each vertex y of H is connected with x by a shortest
path passing through the gate x ′. It is easy to see that if x has a gate in H, then it is unique and that
gated subgraphs are convex. See [18] for several results on gated sets in metric spaces. See Figure 5 for
examples of gated and non-gated subgraphs.

In [10] it was shown that gated subgraphs behave well with respect to pc-minors:

Lemma 2.18. If H is a gated subgraph of G, then ρ f +(H) and π f (H) are gated subgraphs of ρ f +(G) and
π f (G), respectively.

In the next lemma we will see that expansions can turn gated graphs into non-gated graphs.

Lemma 2.19. Let G be an expansion of πe(G) along sets G1, G2. Let H be a subgraph of πe(G), v a vertex
of πe(G) and v′ the gate of v in H. If v ∈ G1 ∩G2, v′ /∈ G1 ∩G2 and there exist v′′ ∈ H, v′′ ∈ G1 ∩G2, then
the expansion of H in G is not gated.

Proof. Let v, v′, v′′, H be as in the lemma and without loss of generality assume that v′ ∈ G1\G2. Let E+e
correspond to G1 and E−e to G2 in G. Since vertex v ∈ G1 ∩ G2, it is expanded to an edge in G. Let u be
the vertex on this edge in E+e . Then every shortest path form u to the expansion of H must cross at least
the same Θ-classes as a shortest path from v to v′. On the other hand, v, v′ ∈ G1, thus in G1 there exists
a shortest path from v to v′. Then there exists a shortest path from u to the expansion of H, first crossing
Ee and then all the Θ-classes in the shortest path from v to v′. Note that the expansion of v′ is not the
gate of u since there is no shortest path from u to the expansion of v′′ in E+e passing this vertex. Thus if
u has a gate to the expansion of H, it must be at distance d(v, v′) to u and the shortest path connecting
them must be crossed by exactly those Θ-classes that cross shortest paths from v to v′. Then this gate
must be adjacent to the expansion of v′ and be in E+e . This is impossible, since v′ ∈ G1\G2.

3 Systems of sign-vectors

In the present sections we will introduce the standard definitions concerning systems of sign-vectors. In
particular we will introduce the axiomatics for COMs, AOMs, OMs, and LOPs and operations such as
reorientations and minors. Recall that Figure 1 depicts the example of a COM.

We follow the standard OM notation from [8] and concerning COMs we stick to [3]. Let E be a non-
empty finite (ground) set and let ; 6=L ⊆ {+,−, 0}E . The elements of L are referred to as covectors.

For X ∈ L , and e ∈ E let X e be the value of X at the coordinate e. The subset X = {e ∈ E : X e 6= 0}
is called the support of X and its complement X 0 = E \ X = {e ∈ E : X e = 0} the zero set of X . For
X , Y ∈ L , we call S(X , Y ) = { f ∈ E : X f Yf = −} the separator of X and Y . The composition of X and
Y is the sign-vector X ◦ Y, where (X ◦ Y )e = X e if X e 6= 0 and (X ◦ Y )e = Ye if X e = 0. For a subset A⊆ E
and X ∈ L the reorientation of X with respect to A is the sign-vector defined by

(AX )e :=

�

−X e if e ∈ A
X e otherwise.

In particular −X :=E X . The reorientation of L with respect to A is defined as AL := {AX | X ∈ L}. In
particular, −L :=E L .

We continue with the formal definition of the main axioms relevant for COMs, AOMs, OMs, and
LOPs. All of them are closed under reorientation.

Composition:

(C) X ◦ Y ∈ L for all X , Y ∈ L .
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Since ◦ is associative, arbitrary finite compositions can be written without bracketing X1 ◦ . . . ◦ Xk so
that (C) entails that they all belong toL . Note that contrary to a convention sometimes made in OMs we
do not consider compositions over an empty index set, since this would imply that the zero sign-vector
belonged to L . The same consideration applies for the following two strengthenings of (C).

Face symmetry:

(FS) X ◦ −Y ∈ L for all X , Y ∈ L .

By (FS) we first get X ◦−Y ∈ L and then X ◦Y = (X ◦−X )◦Y = X ◦−(X ◦−Y ) ∈ L for all X , Y ∈ L .
Thus, (FS) implies (C).

Ideal composition:

(IC) X ◦ Y ∈ L for all X ∈ L and Y ∈ {+,−, 0}E .

Note that (IC) implies (C) and (FS). The following axiom is part of all the systems of sign-vectors
discussed in the paper:

Strong elimination:

(SE) for each pair X , Y ∈ L and for each e ∈ S(X , Y ) there exists Z ∈ L such that Ze = 0 and Z f =
(X ◦ Y ) f for all f ∈ E \ S(X , Y ).

An axiom particular to OMs is:

Zero vector:

(Z) the zero sign-vector 0 belongs to L .

We will not make proper use of the axiomatization of AOMs due to [4, 28] apart from illustrating that
AOMs are a natural subclass of COMs, see Definition 3.1. Let us however briefly introduce an operation
on sign-vectors needed to axiomatize AOMs:

(X ⊕ Y )e :=

�

0 if e ∈ S(X , Y )
(X ◦ Y )e otherwise.

Affinity:

(A) Let X , Y ∈ L such that for all e ∈ S(X ,−Y ) and W ∈ L with We = 0 there are f , g ∈ E \ S(X ,−Y )
such that Wf 6= (X ◦ −Y ) f and Wg 6= (−X ◦ Y )g . We have (X ⊕−Y ) ◦ Z ∈ L for all Z ∈ L .

We are now ready to define the central systems of sign-vectors of the present paper:

Definition 3.1. A system of sign-vectors (E ,L ) is called a:

• complex of oriented matroids (COM) if L satisfies (FS) and (SE),

• affine matroid (AOM) if L satisfies (A), (FS), and (SE),

• oriented matroid (OM) if L satisfies (Z), (FS), and (SE),

• lopsided system (LOP) if L satisfies (IC) and (SE).

Note that for OMs one can replace (Z) and (FS) by (C) and:

Symmetry:

(Sym) −X ∈ L for all X ∈ L .
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Let L ⊆ {0,−1, 1}E be a system of sign-vectors and e ∈ E . For X ∈ L let X\e be the element
of {0,−1,1}E\{e} obtained by deleting the coordinate e from X . Define operations L /e = {X\e | X ∈
L , X e = 0} as taking the hyperplane of e (usually referred to as contraction) and L\e = {X\e | X ∈ L}
as the deletion of e. A sign-system that arises by deletion and taking hyperplanes from another one is
called a minor. Furthermore denote by L +e := {X\e ∈| X ∈ L , X e = +} and L −e := {X\e | X ∈ L , X e =
−} the positive and negative (open) halfspaces with respect to e.

A theorem due to Karlander [28] characterizes AOMs as exactly the halfspaces of OMs. However,
his proof contains a flaw that has only been observed and fixed recently in [4].

The following is easy to see, see e.g. [3, Lemma 2].

Lemma 3.2. For any system of sign-vectors the operations of taking halfspaces, hyperplanes and deletion
commute.

Our systems of sign-vectors behave well with respect to the above operations:

Lemma 3.3. The classes of COMs, AOMs, OMs, and LOPs are minor closed. Moreover, COMs and LOPs are
closed under taking halfspaces.

Proof. The result for OMs is folklore and can be found for instance in [6]. For COMs this was shown in [3,
Lemma 1] and [3, Lemma 4]. For LOPs it is easy to see, that (IC) is preserved under minors and taking
halfspaces. The minor-closedness of AOMs is a little more involved, when only using the axioms given
above, see e.g. [15] but using that they are halfspaces of OMs this follows directly from Lemma 3.2.

The rank of a system of sign-vectors (E ,L ) is the largest integer r such that there is subset A⊆ E of
size |E | − r such that L\A= {+,−, 0}r . In other words, the rank of (E ,L ) is just the VC-dimension of
L , see [35]. Note that this definition of rank coincides with the usual rank definition for OMs, see [14].

A system of sign-vectors (E ,L ) is simple if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(N1∗) for each e ∈ E , {+,−, 0}= {X e : X ∈ L};

(N2∗) for each pair e 6= f in E , there exist X , Y ∈ L with {X eX f , YeYf }= {+,−}.

An element e ∈ E not satisfying (N1∗) is called redundant. Note that redundant elements in OMs
are zero everywhere and are called loops, see [8], but in COMs other proper subsets of {+,−, 0} can be
present on a redundant element. Two elements e, f ∈ E are called parallel if they do not satisfy (N2∗).
Note that parallelism is an equivalence relation on E . We denote by e the class of elements parallel to e,
for e ∈ E . The notion of parallelism coincides with the one in OMs.

For every COM (E ,L ) there exists up to reorientation and relabeling of coordinates a unique simple
COM, obtained by successively applying operation L\e to the redundant coordinates e ∈ E and to
elements of parallel classes with more than one element. See [3, Proposition 3] for the details. Note
that by Lemma 3.2 the order in which these operations are taken is irrelevant and by Lemma 3.3 all the
classes of systems of sign-vectors at consideration here, are closed under this operation. We will denote
by S (E ,L ) the unique simplification of (E ,L ).

4 Systems of sign-vectors and partial cubes

This section finally builds the link between systems of sign-vectors and partial cubes, that in a sense is
the very basis of our results. It is therefore built on properties established in Sections 2 and 3. We begin
with a kind of dictionary between axiomatic properties of systems of sign vectors and the behavior of
metric subgraphs of partial cubes. In particular we will show in Theorem 4.9 that in tope graphs of
COMs all antipodal subgraphs are gated and its corollaries for OMs, AOMs, and LOPs later. Recall that
Figure 2 shows the tope graph of a COM.
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The topes of a system of sign-vectors (E ,L ) are the elements of T := L ∩ {+,−}E . If (E ,L ) is
simple, we define the tope graph G(L ) of (E ,L ) as the (unlabeled) subgraph of QE induced by T . If
(E ,L ) is non-simple, we consider G(L ) as the tope graph of its simplification S (E ,L ).

In general G(L ) is an unlabeled graph and even though it is defined as a subgraph of a hypercube
QE it could possibly have multiple non-equivalent embeddings in QE . We call a system (E ,L ) a partial
cube system if its tope graph G(L ) is an isometric subgraph of QE in which the edges correspond to
sign-vectors ofL with a single 0. It is well-known that partial cubes have a unique embedding in QE up
to automorphisms of QE , see e.g. [32, Chapter 5]. In other words, the tope graph of a simple partial cube
system is invariant under reorientation. For this reason we will, possibly without an explicit note, identify
vertices of a partial cube G(L ) with subsets of {+,−}E . The following was proved in [3, Proposition 2]:

Lemma 4.1. Simple COMs are partial cube systems.

Before presenting basic results regarding partial cube systems, we discuss how the minor operations
and taking halfspaces as defined in Section 3 affect tope graphs. So let (E ,L ) be a simple partial cube
system.

First note that deletion does not affect the simplicity of (E ,L ). Furthermore, since (E ,L ) is a partial
cube system, the tope graph G(L\e) corresponds to πe(G(L )) obtained from G(L ) by contracting all
the edges in the Θ-class corresponding to coordinate e, as defined in Section 2. Noticing that L (Qr),
for a hypercube Qr , equals {+,−, 0}r we immediately get the following lemma from the definition of the
rank of a system of sign-vectors.

Lemma 4.2. The rank of a partial cube system (E ,L ) is the largest r such that G(L ) contracts to Qr .

Also, the halfspace L +e is easily seen to be simple and its tope graph corresponds to the restriction
ρe+(G(L )) to the positive halfspace of Ee for e ∈ E , as defined in Section 2.

The hyperplane L /e does not need to be a simple system of sign-vectors nor a partial cube system.
However, we can establish the following:

Lemma 4.3. Let (E ,L ) be a partial cube system and e ∈ E . If ζe(G(L )) is a well-embedded partial cube,
then ζe(G(L ))∼= G(L /e).

Proof. Clearly, both sets of vertices correspond to the set of edges of G(L ). If there is an edge in G(L /e),
it corresponds to two edges of G(L ) in Ee such that the Θ-classes different than Ee crossing the interval
between the two edges form parallel elements of G(L /e). This means that the interval does not cross
Ee in other elements besides the two edges. The interval must include a convex traverse between the
two edges, but since there is no other edge in Ee in it, the traverse is a convex cycle. This implies that
there is a corresponding edge in ζe(G(L )).

Now, let ζe(G(L )) be a well-embedded partial cube. An edge of it corresponds to a convex cycle C .
By Lemma 2.7 all cycles crossing Ee and anotherΘ-class from C cross all itsΘ-classes. By Lemma 2.8, the
corresponding elements inL /e are parallel. Therefore the edge corresponds to an edge of G(L /e).

The correspondences before the lemma in particular give that deletions and halfspaces of partial
cube systems coincide with pc-minors, which together with Lemma 3.3 gives:

Proposition 4.4. Let (E ,L ) and (E ′,L ′) be simple partial cube systems with tope graphs G(L ) and G(T ′),
respectively. If (E ′,L ′) arises from (E ,L ) by deletion and taking halfspaces, then G(T ′) is a pc-minor of
G(L ). Moreover, the families of tope graphs of COMs and LOPs are pc-minor closed.

In the following, we will describe further how pc-minors and equivalently deletions and halfspaces
of partial cube systems translate metric graph properties as introduced in Section 2 into properties of
sign-vectors.

For X ∈ L we set T (X ) := {T ∈ T | X ◦ T = T} and denote by G(X ) the subgraph of G(L ) induced
by T (X ). Note that in OMs the set T (X ) is sometimes denoted as star(X ), see [8]. Furthermore, let
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H (L ) = {G(X ) | X ∈ L} be the set of subgraphs of G(L ) obtained by considering G(X ) for all X ∈ L .
Conversely, given a convex subgraph G′ of a partial cube G withΘ-classes E denote by χ(G′) ∈ {+,−, 0}E

the sign-vector defined by setting for e ∈ E :

χ(G′)e =











+ if G′ ⊆ E+e ,

− if G′ ⊆ E−e ,

0 otherwise.

Note that for each vertex v ∈ G(L ), χ(v) = v. Furthermore, let L (H ) = {χ(G′) | G′ ∈H } for a setH
of convex subgraphs of G.

Proposition 4.5. In a simple partial cube system (E ,L ) for each X ∈ L its tope-graph G(X ) is a convex
subgraph of G(L ). Conversely, if G = (V, E) is a partial cube and H a set of convex subgraphs of G, such
thatH includes all the vertices of G, then there is a simple (E ,L ) such that G = G(L ) andH =H (L ).

Proof. Let X ∈ L . Since G(L ) is an isometric subgraph of QE , each e ∈ E can be identified with a
Θ-class Ee for e ∈ E such that the halfspaces E+e and E−e of G(L ) \ Ee are convex. Now, T (X ) induces
the subgraph

⋂

e∈X EXe
e , i.e. is a restriction of G(L ) and therefore is convex.

For the converse, by Lemma 2.1 any convex subgraph G′ ∈ H may be described as the intersection
of convex halfspaces E+,−

e for some Ee with e ∈ E . This allows for a correspondence of convex graphs
G′ ∈ H and sign-vector via χ(G′) ∈ {+,−, 0}E and establishes H = H (L ). Since every vertex is
contained inH , we have G = G(L ).

The following establishes a connection between the gates of a convex set and the composition oper-
ator. The statement specialized to tope graphs of OMs can be found in [8, Exercise 4.10].

Lemma 4.6. Let G be a partial cube embedded in a hypercube, G′ a convex subgraph of G and v a vertex
of G. Then w is the gate for v in G′ if and only if χ(w) = χ(G′) ◦ χ(v). Therefore, a subgraph G′ is gated
if and only if for all v ∈ G there is a w ∈ G such that χ(G′) ◦χ(v) = χ(w).

Proof. First note that χ(w) = χ(G′) ◦χ(v)⇔ S(χ(v),χ(w)) = S(χ(v),χ(G′)). Thus, if χ(w) = χ(G′) ◦
χ(v) then S(χ(v),χ(w)) = S(χ(v),χ(G′)). Hence, the concatenation of a shortest (v, w)-path and a
shortest (w, w′)-path for w′ ∈ G′ does not cross any Θ-class twice, since by convexity of G′ the Θ-classes
crossed by the second part all are from χ(G′)0. Hence it is a shortest path.

Now, let v ∈ G and w a gate for v in G′. Suppose e ∈ S(χ(v),χ(w)) \ S(χ(v),χ(G′)). This means
a Θ-class Ee for e ∈ E splits G and also G′ into two halfspaces, but v and w do not lie on the same
side. This is w cannot lie on a shortest path from v to a vertex in the halfspace of G′ not containing w.
This contradicts that w is a gate for v in G′ and hence S(χ(v),χ(w)) = S(χ(v),χ(G′)), which implies
χ(w) = χ(G′) ◦χ(v).

Lemma 4.7. In an antipodal partial cube G, the antipodal mapping v 7→ −v is a graph automorphism
and for every convex subgraph −χ(G′) = χ(−G′).

Proof. Since every vertex has a unique antipode, v 7→ −v is indeed a mapping. Since it is an involution it
is bijective. To show that it is indeed a homomorphism let vw be an edge of G. Since G is a partial cube
and since conv(v,−v) = G there is a shortest (v,−v)-path starting with the edge vw. Analogously, there
is a shortest (w,−w)-path starting with the edge vw. Say this edge is inΘ-class Ee. Now, S(χ(v),χ(−v))\
S(χ(v),χ(−w)) = e and hence S(χ(−v),χ(−w)) = e, i.e. −v −w is an edge.

Now, let G′ be a convex subgraph of G. Since χ(G′) just records the signs of the halfspaces of the
classes of E which contain G′ and the antipodal mapping sends each vertex v to the vertex sitting on all
the other sides, we obtain the result.
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For a partial cube G isometrically embedded in a hypercube QE define the set of sign vectors

L (G) = {X ∈ {0,+,−}E | for all v ∈ G there exists w ∈ G : X ◦ (−χ(v)) = χ(w)}.

Lemma 4.8. Let G be a partial cube isometrically embedded in a hypercube QE . ThenL (G) is a partial cube
system that satisfies (FS) (and therefore (C)) and the set H (L (G)) of corresponding subgraphs coincides
with the antipodal gated subgraphs of G.

Proof. Clearly, the topes of L (G) correspond to the vertices of G. Moreover, a sign-vector with a single
0-entry is in L (G) if and only if both of the possibly signings of that entry are topes of L (G).

Since (FS) implies (C) (also when restricted to topes) we have that X ∈ L (G) implies X ◦ χ(v) ∈
L (G) for all v ∈ G. To show (FS) for L (G) let X , Y ∈ L (G) and v ∈ G and note that (X ◦ (−Y )) ◦
(−χ(v)) = X ◦(−(Y ◦χ(v))). Since by (C) we have that Y ◦χ(v) ∈ L (G) it follows that X ◦(−Y ) ∈ L (G).

We prove now the second part of the statement. Let X ∈ L (G) and a vertex v ∈ G(X ). We have
that X ◦−χ(v) ∈ T (X ) is the antipode of v in G(X ). This is, G(X ) is antipodal. Furthermore, since (FS)
implies (C) we also have that X ◦χ(v) ∈ T (X ), for all v ∈ G. By Lemma 4.6 we have that G(X ) is gated.

Conversely, if A is an antipodal gated subgraph of G, then by Lemma 4.6, we have that forth gated
v′ of v in A it holds χ(A) ◦ χ(v) = χ(v′). Now, the antipode of the gate of v′ in A has to correspond to
χ(A) ◦ −χ(v). Thus, χ(A) ∈ L (G).

Proposition 4.5 states that in a simple system of sign-vectors there is a correspondence between
its vectors and a subset of the set of convex subgraphs of its tope graph. The following proposition
determines which convex subgraphs are in the subset if the system is a COM. For its statement denote
by GCOM the class of tope graphs of COMs. Moreover, we call a partial cube antipodally gated if all its
antipodal subgraphs are gated and denote their class by AG.

Theorem 4.9. For a simple COM (E ,L ) with embedded tope graph G we have

L = {χ(G′) | G′ antipodal subgraph of G(L )}
= {χ(G′) | G′ antipodal gated subgraph of G(L )}
=L (G).

In particular, tope graphs of COMs are antipodally gated, i.e, GCOM ⊆ AG.

Proof. Trivially, we have

{χ(G′) | G′ antipodal gated subgraph of G(L )} ⊆ {χ(G′) | G′ antipodal subgraph of G(L )}.

The equality
L (G) = {χ(G′) | G′ antipodal gated subgraph of G(L )}

is precisely Lemma 4.8, while the inclusion L ⊆L (G) follows immediately from (FS).
Thus, we end by proving {χ(G′) | G′ antipodal subgraph of G(L )} ⊆ L . Let G′ be an antipodal

subgraph of G(L ). We show χ(G′) ∈ L by induction on |χ(G′)0|. If |χ(G′)0| = 0 then χ(G′) ∈ T
and we are done. If |χ(G′)0| > 0 then take a maximal proper antipodal subgraph G′′ of G′. Since
vertices are antipodal subgraphs, G′′ exists. By induction hypothesis χ(G′′) ∈ L . Define G′′′ to be
the subgraph of G′ induced by all antipodes of vertices of G′′ with respect to G′. By Lemma 4.7, we
have G′′′ ∼= G′′. Moreover, χ(G′′) = χ(G′) ◦ −χ(G′′′). Since G′′ is a proper antipodal subgraph of G′,
there exists an e ∈ χ(G′′) ∩ χ(G′)0. Then e ∈ S(χ(G′′),χ(G′′′)) and we now can apply (SE) to χ(G′′)
and χ(G′′′) with respect to e. We obtain Z ∈ L such that Ze = 0 and Z f = (χ(G′′) ◦ χ(G′′′)) f for all
f ∈ E \ S(χ(G′′),χ(G′′′)). By the inclusions that we have shown in the first two parts of the proof, Z
corresponds to an antipodal subgraph G(Z). By (SE), G(Z) strictly contains G′′ and is contained in G′.
By the maximality of G′′ we have G(Z) = G′ and therefore χ(G′) = Z ∈ L .
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As a consequence of Theorem 4.9 we immediately get:

Corollary 4.10. Every simple COM is uniquely determined by its tope set and up to reorientation by its tope
graph.

Corollary 4.10 had only been proved in a non-constructive way, see [3, Propositions 1 & 3]. The
constructive statement here is in fact a generalization of a theorem known for OMs, usually attributed
to Mandel, see [13] and the fact that an OM is determined up to reorientation by its tope graph is due
to [7].

The following justifies that we can restrict ourselves to simple COMs when studying tope graphs.

Lemma 4.11. A partial cube G is in GCOM if and only if L (G) is a simple COM.

Proof. If L (G) is a simple COM, then G is by definition its tope graph, thus G is in GCOM. On the other
hand, let G be a graph in GCOM, and L its up to reorientation unique simple COM. By Theorem 4.9,
L = {X ∈ {0,−1,1}E | X ◦ −T ∈ T for all T ∈ T }=L (G).

Th following will be essential for the Handa-type characterization of tope graphs of COMs in Corol-
lary 7.1. It can be seen as the graph theoretical analogue of the fact the COMs are closed under taking
hyperplanes.

Lemma 4.12. In a COM (E ,L ) all zone graphs ζ f (G(L )) are well-embedded partial cubes. In particular,
GCOM is closed under taking zone graphs.

Proof. Suppose there are two convex cycles C , C ′ in G(L ) that contradict Lemma 2.7, i.e., both are
crossed by E f and Eg and C is crossed by Eh but C ′ is not. By the second equivalence in Theorem 4.9,
the cycles are gated. Without loss of generality assume that C ′ is completely in E+h . On the other hand,
we can reorient E f and Eg in a way that the vertices on C ∩ E+h are in E+f ∩ E+g , E+f ∩ E−g and E−f ∩ E−g . But
then any vertex in C ′ that is in E−f ∩ E+g has no gate to C , a contradiction.

Now, since COM is closed under taking hyperplanes by Lemma 3.3, Lemma 4.3 gives that GCOM is
closed under taking zone graphs.

Let us finally describe how tope graphs of the other systems of sign-vectors from Section 3 specialize
tope graphs of COMs. We will denote the classes of tope graphs of OMs, AOMs, and LOPs by GOM, GAOM,
and GLOP. The following three propositions will be cast in the proofs of the characterizations of GOM,
GAOM, and GLOP, see Corollaries 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.

A consequence of Lemma 4.7 is:

Proposition 4.13. A graph is in GOM if and only if it is antipodal and in GCOM.

A not yet intrinsic description of tope graphs of AOMs follows:

Proposition 4.14. A graph is in GAOM if and only if it is a halfspace of a graph in GOM.

Interpreting axiom (IC) in the partial cube model we also get:

Proposition 4.15. A graph is in GLOP if and only if all its antipodal subgraphs are hypercubes and it is in
GCOM.
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5 The excluded pc-minors

In the present section we will introduce the set Q− of minimal excluded pc-minors for tope graphs of
COMs. After providing several properties with respect to pc-minors and zone graphs, we give a couple
of methods of detecting a member of Q− in a given graph. The main result of the section is that partial
cubes excludingQ− are topes graphs of COMs (Theorem 5.7). The proofs in this section use properties of
zone graphs established in Section 2, minor-closedness of COMs seen in Section 3, as well as properties
of tope graphs of COMs shown in Section 4

Let Qn be the hypercube, v ∈ Qn any of its vertices and −v its antipode. Let Q−n := Qn \ −v be the
hypercube minus one vertex. Consider the set of partial cubes arising from Q−n by deleting any subset of
N(v) ∪ {v}. It is easy to see that if n ≥ 4 a graph obtained this way from Q−n is a partial cube unless v
is not deleted but at least two of its neighbors are deleted. Denote by Q−∗n the partial cube obtained by
deleting exactly one neighbor of v, and by Q−−n (m) the graph obtained by deleting v and m neighbors
of v, respectively, where for Q−−n (0) we sometimes simply write Q−−n . It is easy to see that Q−n and Q−−n
are tope graphs of (realizable) COMs. For n ≤ 3 all the partial cubes arising by the above procedure
are isomorphic to Q−n or Q−−n , thus the interesting graphs appear for n ≥ 4. Denote their collection by
Q− = {Q−∗n ,Q−−n (m) | 4≤ n; 1≤ m≤ n}.

Q−−
4 (4)Q−−

4 (3)Q−−
4 (2)Q−−

4 (1)Q−∗
4

Figure 8: Graphs Q−∗4 ,Q−−4 (m), for 1≤ m≤ 4. The square vertex has no gate in the bold C6.

Lemma 5.1. The setQ− is pc-minor minimal, i.e. any pc-minor of a graph inQ− is not inQ−. Furthermore,
any graph in Q− contains an antipodal subgraph that is not gated, i.e. Q− ⊆ AG, where AG denotes the
complementary class of AG.

Proof. For any G ∈ Q− a contraction or a restriction of it is a graph isomorphic to a hypercube, a
hypercube minus a vertex, or a hypercube minus two antipodal vertices. All pc-minors of these graphs
are isomorphic to a hypercube or a hypercube minus a vertex. Thus, no proper pc-minor of G is in Q−.

To see that any graph in Q− contains an antipodal subgraph that is not gated, let G ∈ Q− and let
w be a neighbor of v that was deleted from Q−n to obtain G. The convex subgraph A ⊆ G obtained
from restricting Q−n to the halfspace containing w and not v is isomorphic to Q−−n−1. In particular, A is
antipodal. But A is not gated, since the neighbor u of −v in G \A has no gate in A. In fact, in can be seen
by Lemma 4.6, that the gate of u, if existent, must be of the form χ(A) ◦ χ(u) = χ(−v) which is not in
G.

The following lemma will be useful for detecting pc-minors from Q−. We define H to be the full
subdivision of a graph G if every edge of it is replaced by a path of length 2 to obtain H. The vertices of
H that correspond to vertices of G are called its original vertices.

Lemma 5.2. Let G be a partial cube and H an isometric subgraph isomorphic to a full subdivision of Km
such that

• no vertex of G is adjacent to all the original vertices of H,

• the convex hull of H is neither isomorphic to Q−m nor Q−−m ,
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• H is inclusion minimal with this properties.

Then the convex hull of H is in Q−.

Proof. Let H be as in the lemma. First note that m≥ 4 since for m= 2, H is isomorphic to P3 =Q−2 , and
for m = 3, H is isomorphic to C6. Taking into account that there is no vertex of G adjacent to all the
original vertices of H, the convex hull in both cases is isomorphic to Q−m or to Q−−m .

Now consider H embedded in a hypercube Qm with m ≥ 4. Since H is an isometric subgraph of G,
it is a partial cube and thus has up to reorientation a unique embedding in Qm. Note that a possible
embedding, and thus the only embedding, is such that there exists a vertex in Qm adjacent to precisely
all the original vertices of H. Let v be such a vertex. By the assumption, v is not in G. Let {v1, . . . , vm−1}
be any subset of the original vertices of H of size m− 1. Since H is inclusion minimal, the convex hull
of {v1, . . . , vm−1} is a graph isomorphic to Q−m−1 or Q−−m−1 in which v is a missing vertex. Note that the
antipode of v in Qm is at distance m from v. We have proved that all the vertices of Qm at distance at
most m− 2 from v are in G while some of the neighbors of the antipode of v in Qm are possibly not in
G. Thus the convex hull of H is a graph in Q−.

A second useful lemma, tells us how to find excluded pc-minors in non-antipodal graphs with an-
tipodal contractions.

Lemma 5.3. Let G be a partial cube with v ∈ G such that −v /∈ G, and Ee1
, . . . , Eek

be Θ-classes of G such
that πei

(G) is antipodal for all 1≤ i ≤ k. Then either G contains a convex subgraph fromQ− or G contains
a convex Q−k or Q−−k crossed by precisely Ee1

, . . . , Eek
such that −v is a missing vertex of it. In particular, if

the latter holds and Ee1
, . . . , Eek

are all the Θ-classes of G, then G is isomorphic to Q−k .

Proof. Let v ∈ G be a vertex without an antipode in G. Let Ee1
, . . . , Eek

be the Θ-classes as above. Every
contraction πei

(G) is antipodal, therefore πei
(v) has an antipode in πei

(G). Let vi ∈ G be the preimage
of the antipode −πei

(G)πei
(v) of πei

(v) in πei
(G) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, respectively. By definition, v1, . . . , vk

are pairwise at distance 2, thus a part of an isometric subgraph isomorphic to the subdivision of Kk.
Moreover, there is no vertex adjacent to all of them, since v has no antipode in G. By Lemma 5.2, the
convex hull of v1, . . . , vk is isomorphic to one of Q−k ,Q−−k , or there is an inclusion minimal subdivided Kk′

for k′ ≤ k whose convex closure is not isomorphic to Q−k′ or Q−−k′ . In the former case we are done while
in the latter case the convex closure of the inclusion minimal subdivided Kk′ is in Q−.

Assuming that Ee1
, . . . , Eek

are all the classes of G, the convex hull of v1, . . . , vk is crossed by all the
Θ-classes of G, hence it is G. Then G is isomorphic to Q−k or Q−−k if it has no convex subgraph in Q−.
Since G is not antipodal, it must be isomorphic to Q−k .

Lemma 5.4. Let G be a partial cube. If a zone graph ζe(G) is not a well-embedded partial cube, then G
has a pc-minor in {Q−∗4 ,Q−−4 (m) | 1≤ m≤ 4}.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction assume G does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.7, i.e., there
are convex cycles C1, C2 both crossed by Ee and E f and C1 is crossed by Eg but C2 is not. Without loss of
generality assume that C2 is completely in E+g . On the other hand, we can reorient Ee and E f in a way
that the vertices on C1 ∩ E+h are in E+e ∩ E+f , E+e ∩ E−f and E−e ∩ E−f . But then any vertex v in C2 that is in
E−e ∩ E+f has no gate to C1.

We will now see, that this leads to the existence of a pc-minor in {Q−∗4 } ∪ {Q
−−
4 (m) | 1 ≤ m ≤ 4}.

First contract any Θ-class different from Ee, E f , Eg but crossing C1, obtaining graph G′. Then C1 is
contracted to a convex 6-cycle C ′1 in G′, by Lemma 2.11. It is non-gated since the image of v in G′ still
is in E−e ∩ E+f ∩ E+g while E−e ∩ E+f ∩ E+g ∩ C ′1 = ;. Now consider a maximal sequence S of contractions of
Θ-classes different from Ee, E f , Eg such that for the image C ′′1 of C ′1 we have that conv(C ′′1 ) is a 6-cycle.
Since v has no gate to C ′1, contracting all the Θ-classes different from Ee, E f , Eg maps v to a vertex in
conv(C ′′1 ) \ C ′′1 contradicting that conv(C ′′1 ) is a 6-cycle. Thus S is not equal to all the Θ-classes different
from Ee, E f , Eg .
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Pick anyΘ-class Eh not in S∪{Ee, E f , Eg}. By maximality conv(πh(C ′′1 )) is not a 6-cycle thus it must be
isomorphic to Q−3 or Q3. Let u be a vertex in Q−3 or Q3 adjacent to three vertices πh(u1),πh(u2),πh(u3) ∈
πh(C ′′1 ) with ui ∈ C ′′1 for i ∈ {1,2, 3}. No preimage u′ of u is adjacent to any ui , for i ∈ {1,2, 3}, since
otherwise u′ would be in conv(C ′′1 ). Thus, u′, u1, u2, u3 are pairwise at distance two. Since conv(C ′′1 ) is
a 6-cycle, there is no vertex adjacent to all of them. Together with their connecting 2-paths they form
an isometric K4. Moreover, their convex hull is not isomorphic to Q−4 or Q−−4 since such graphs have no
convex 6-cycles. By Lemma 5.2, G has a pc-minor in {Q−∗4 ,Q−−4 (m) | 1≤ m≤ 4}.

Lemma 5.5. If G ∈ Q−, then there is a sequence (e1, . . . , ek) of Θ-classes such that ζe1,...,ek
(G) is not a

partial cube.

Proof. Let G ∈ {Q−∗n ,Q−−n (m) | 1 ≤ m ≤ n} for some n ≥ 4. Let v ∈ Qn the vertex from the definition of
Q−.

If n= 4 one can easily see in Figure 8 that G has a zone graph containing a C5 if G ∈ {Q−∗4 ,Q−−4 (1),Q
−−
4 (2)}

or a C3 if G ∈ {Q−−4 (3),Q
−−
4 (4)} i.e., the zone graph is not a partial cube.

Let now n > 4. If G ∈ {Q−∗n ,Q−−n (m) | 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1}, let w be one of the neighbors of v that
is in G and let e be the Θ-class of G coming from the edge vw in Qn. It is easy to see that ζe(G) ∈
{Q−∗n−1,Q−−n−1(m) | 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1}. If otherwise G = Q−−n (n), then let w be any of the neighbors of v.
Then w is missing in G and let e be the Θ-class of G coming from the edge vw in Qn. One can check
that ζe(G) =Q−−n−1(n− 1). The lemma follows by iterating the given zone graphs until arriving at a non
partial cube.

A useful sort of converse of the proof of Lemma 5.5 is the following:

Lemma 5.6. If G is partial cube and ζe(G) ∈Q− for some Θ-class e, then G has a pc-minor in Q−.

Proof. Assume that ζe(G) is well-embedded since otherwise G has a pc-minor inQ−, by Lemma 5.4. Let
G be pc-minor minimal, without affecting H := ζe(G) and let N be the number of Θ-classes of H. Then
by minimality G is the convex hull of Ee and has N + 1 Θ-classes. There exist two isometric copies of H
in B with edges of Ee being a matching of them. Let v1, . . . , vN be the original vertices of the subdivided
KN in the first copy and v′1, . . . , v′N the original vertices of the subdivided KN in the second copy. Not both
subdivisions can have a vertex adjacent to all of the original vertices of the subdivisions since then there
would be an edge in Ee between the two vertices, which is not true by the definition of H. Without loss
of generality, assume that v1, . . . , vN have no common neighbor. Then by Lemma 5.2, either G has a pc-
minor inQ− and we are done, or the convex hull of v1, . . . , vN is isomorphic to Q−N or Q−−N . Analogously,
if v′1, . . . , v′N have no common neighbor their convex hull is isomorphic to Q−N or Q−−N . But then H is
isomorphic to Q−N or Q−−N which is not the case. Thus v′1, . . . , v′N have a common neighbor, say u. Then
u, v1, . . . , vN are pairwise at distance 2, without a common neighbor. Then by Lemma 5.2, either G has
a pc-minor inQ− or their convex hull H is isomorphic to Q−N+1 or Q−−N+1. The latter cannot be since then
H is not in Q−. Therefore, G has the pc-minor in Q−.

We are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 5.7. A partial cube that has no pc-minor from the set Q− is the tope graph of a COM, i.e.,
F (Q−) ⊆ GCOM.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume that we can pick G, a smallest graph that is not in GCOM but
in F (Q−). In particular, since F (Q−) is pc-minor closed, every pc-minor of G is in GCOM.

By Lemma 4.11, G is a graph in GCOM if and only if L (G) is a COM. Since G is not in GCOM, but G is
a partial cube and by Lemma 4.8 L (G) is a partial cube system that satisfies (C), [3, Theorem 3] gives
that L (G) has a hyperplane L (G)/e that is not a COM.

Since G ∈ F (Q−), by Lemma 5.4 we have that G′ := ζe(G) is a well-embedded partial cube. By
Lemma 4.3 we get G′ ∼= G(L (G)/e), i.e., it is the tope graph of the hyperplane.
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Claim 5.8. We have S (L (G)/e) =L (G′).

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, the elements of L (G′) correspond to antipodal subgraphs of G′. Furthermore, it
is not hard to see that elements of S (L (G)/e) correspond to antipodal subgraphs of G that are crossed
by Ee, where redundant coordinates have been deleted. If A is an antipodal subgraph of G crossed by Ee,
then by Lemma 4.7, each edge uv ∈ Ee of A has an antipodal edge −Au−A v ∈ Ee. Thus the zone graph
of A corresponding to Ee is an antipodal subgraph of G′ and we get that S (L (G)/e) ⊆L (G′).

Conversely, assume that there is an antipodal graph A′ in G′ that does not correspond to a zone graph
of an antipodal subgraph of G. By definition of G′ we can identify its vertices with edges of G in Ee.
Let A be the convex hull of those edges in G that correspond to vertices of A′, and let Ee, Ee1

, . . . , Eek
be

the Θ-classes crossing A. Since A′ does not correspond to a zone graph of an antipodal graph, A is not
antipodal.

By minimality of G, for every Ee j
the contractionπe j

(G) is the tope graph of a COM. This is,L (πe j
(G)) =

L (G)\e j is a COM. Hence, by Lemma 3.3 its hyperplane (L (G)\e j)/e is a COM as well. Now Lemma 3.2
gives S ((L (G)\e j)/e) = S (L (G)/e)\e j . We have proved that S (L (G)/e)\e j is a COM for every
Ee j
∈ {Ee1

, . . . , Eek
}. Note that πe j

(G′) is the tope graph of S (L (G)/e)\e j and therefore it is in GCOM.
By Theorem 4.9, the covectors of the COM corresponding to πe j

(G′) are precisely its antipodal sub-
graphs. Sinceπe j

(A′) is antipodal, it corresponds to a covector. But then this covector is inS ((L (G)\e j)/e),
i.e. there is an antipodal graph in πe j

(G) whose zone graph is πe j
(A′). By definition this must be πe j

(A),
proving that πe j

(A) is antipodal for every Ee j
∈ {Ee1

, . . . , Eek
}.

Let v ∈ A be a vertex without an antipode in A. Without loss of generality, v ∈ E+e . By Lemma 5.3, A
either has a pc-minor inQ− and we are done, or there is a Q−k or Q−−k in A crossed by precisely Ee1

, . . . , Eek

and its missing vertex is the missing antipode of v in A. Then this convex subgraph is precisely E−e ∩ A.
First assume that E−e ∩ A is isomorphic to Q−k . Thus, v has a neighbor in E−e , say u. If u has no

antipode in A we deduce as above that E+e is isomorphic to Q−k or Q−−k . Since v ∈ A the halfspace E+e
must be isomorphic to Q−k and thus A∼=Q−k�K2. But then the zone graph of A corresponding to Ee is not
antipodal and A′ is not antipodal. A contradiction.

Finally, assume that E−e is isomorphic to Q−−k . Then there are k vertices in E−e at distance 2 from v
and pairwise also at distance 2 but there is no vertex adjacent to all of them. By Lemma 5.2, A either
has a pc-minor inQ− and we are done, or A is isomorphic to Q−k+1 or Q−−k+1. In the first case, none of the
zone graphs of Q−k+1 is antipodal, while in the second case A is antipodal. A contradiction. This finishes
the proof that L (G)/e =L (G′).

Now we can assume that G′ is a well-embedded partial cube, but is not in GCOM since L (G′) =
S (L (G)/e), and L (G)/e is not a COM. By minimality of G, G′ = ζe(G) has a pc-minor H ′ ∈ Q−,
i.e., H ′ = ρX (πA(ζe(G))) for some Θ-classes A and an oriented set X of Θ-classes of G′. By Lemma 2.9
we have H ′ = ζe(ρX ′(πA′(G))) for Θ-classes A′ and an oriented set X ′ of Θ-classes of G. Let H be the
graph ρX ′(πA′(G)). Lemma 5.6 gives that H has a pc-minor in Q−, contradicting that G ∈ F (Q−). This
concludes the proof of Theorem 5.7.

6 Antipodally gated partial cubes are pc-minor closed

The main result of the present section is that if in a partial cube all antipodal subgraphs are gated, then
the same holds for all its minors (Theorem 6.1). Recall that the class of these antipodally gated partial
cubes is denoted by AG. Since by Lemma 5.1 none of the graphs inQ− is in AG, minor-closedness of AG
implies that antipodally gated partial cubes exclude minors from Q−, i.e., AG ⊆F (Q−). This section is
proof wise the hardest one of the paper. It heavily builds on interactions of antipodality and gatedness
with respect to pc-minors, expansions, and zone-graphs established in Section 2. We want to prove:
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Theorem 6.1. If G is antipodally gated, then so are all pc-minors of G.

For this we will show two auxiliary statements. The first one is:

Lemma 6.2. Let G be an antipodal graph from AG such that all its pc-minors are in AG as well and G′ an
expansion of G. Then one of the following occurs:

1. G′ is antipodal,

2. G′ is a peripheral expansion of G,

3. G′ is not in AG.

The second one shows how to use the first one in order to prove Theorem 6.1.

Lemma 6.3. If Lemma 6.2 holds for all pairs G, G′ where G′ is on less than n vertices, then Theorem 6.1
holds for all the partial cubes on at most n vertices.

Proof of Lemma 6.3. Suppose that Theorem 6.1 does not hold and let G be a minimal counterexample,
while Lemma 6.2 holds for all the expansions of size less than the size of G. First, observe that AG is
closed under restrictions, since restrictions cannot create new antipodal subgraphs and gated subgraphs
remain gated. So, let πe(G) /∈ AG be a contraction of G that is not in AG. Let A be a smallest antipodal
subgraph of πe(G), that is not gated in πe(G). In particular A is a proper subgraph. By the minimality
in the choice of A, itself is in AG. Now, by the minimality in the choice of G, all pc-minors of A are also
in AG. Let A′ denote the expansion of A with respect to e, that appears as a proper subgraph of G. If Ee
does not cross A′, then A′ ∼= A is antipodal subgraph and is non-gated, since otherwise A= πe(A′) would
be gated as well by Lemma 2.18. This contradicts G ∈ AG. If Ee crosses A′, we can apply Lemma 6.2 to
A, since A′ has less vertices than G. We get that either A′ is antipodal, A′ is a peripheral expansion of A,
or A′ is not in AG. The latter cannot be since G in AG. In the former two cases, either A′ is antipodal or
has A as a subgraph. In both cases, we have an antipodal subgraph that is contracted to A in πe(G). By
Lemma 2.18, the antipodal subgraph in G is non-gated contradicting G ∈ AG.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. Suppose that the lemma is false. Let G, G′ be a minimal counterexample, i.e. G is
an antipodal graph from AG such that all its pc-minors are in AG. Furthermore, G′ is an expansion of G
that is not antipodal, not peripheral, but in AG, with minimal number of vertices possible. Let Ec be the
Θ-class such that πc(G′) = G.

Claim 6.4. Any pc-minor of G′ is in AG.

Proof. Let n be the number of vertices in G′. Since G′ is a minimal counterexample to Lemma 6.2, the
lemma holds for all the graphs on less than n vertices. Then by Lemma 6.3, Theorem 6.1 holds for all
graphs on at most n vertices. In particular it holds for G′, thus all its pc-minors are in AG.

We will call a contraction of a partial cube antipodal if the contacted graph is antipodal. The follow-
ing claim is immediate since a contraction of an antipodal graph is antipodal and contractions commute.

Claim 6.5. If πe(H) is an antipodal contraction of H, then πe(π f (H)) is an antipodal contraction of π f (H)
for all f ∈ E .

Every contraction πe(G′) of G′, Ee 6= Ec , makes Ec peripheral or it is antipodal, since otherwise the
contraction πe(G′) together with the contraction πc(πe(G′)) would yield a smaller counterexample to
the lemma. We can divide the Θ-classes of G′ into two sets: call the index set of the Θ-classes of the
antipodal contractionsA , and the index set of the remaining Θ-classesB . By the above, a contraction
πe(G′) of G′, for every e ∈ B , makes Ec peripheral in πe(G′). Note that c ∈ A , i.e. in particular A
is non-empty. Also B is non-empty, because otherwise, every contraction of G′ is antipodal, thus by
Lemma 5.3, G′ is isomorphic to Q−n or Q−−n . The latter cannot be since G′ is not antipodal. The former
is impossible since then G = πc(G′)∼=Qn−1, and G′ is a peripheral expansion.

Furthermore, note that peripherality of a Θ-class is preserved under contraction.
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Claim 6.6. For every e ∈B and every f ∈A , the Θ-class E f is peripheral in πe(G′).

Proof. Assume that this is not the case. Then πe(G′) is not antipodal by definition, while π f (πe(G′))
is antipodal by Claim 6.5. Moreover, E f is not peripheral in πe(G′) by assumption, while all pc-minors
πe(G′) are in AG by Claim 6.4. Thus πe(G′) and π f (πe(G′)) are a smaller counterexample to the lemma,
a contradiction.

Now, consider the halfspaces E+c and E−c in G′. Contracting anyΘ-class e fromB makes Ec peripheral
in πe(G′), which implies that either πe(E+c ) or πe(E−c ) is a peripheral halfspace in πe(G′). For this reason
denote byB+ those e ∈B such thatπe(E+c ) is peripheral and letB− =B\B+, i.e., πe(E−c ) is peripheral
for e ∈B−.

Claim 6.7. Let e ∈B+ end f ∈B−. Then π f (πe(G′)) is antipodal. Moreover, E f is peripheral in πe(G′).

Proof. Since peripherality is closed under contraction, both π f (πe(E+c )) and π f (πe(E−c )) are peripheral
in π f (πe(G′)). Thus π f (πe(G′)) ∼= K2�A for some graph A. On one hand contracting Ec in π f (πe(G′))
gives an antipodal graph by the choice of Ec , on the other hand it is isomorphic to A. Thus A is an
antipodal graph. Then also π f (πe(G′))∼= K2�A is antipodal.

Now consider the pair of graphs π f (πe(G′)) and πe(G′). The first is antipodal by the above, while
the second is its expansion. Since both are pc-minors of G′, πe(G′) is in AG and π f (πe(G′)) and all its
pc-minors are in AG as well, by Claim 6.4. Furthermore, πe(G′) is not antipodal since e ∈ B . By the
minimality of G′ the expansion πe(G′) must be peripheral, proving that E f is peripheral in πe(G′).

Let G′′ be obtained from G′ by a maximal chain of contractions of Θ-classes C = {e1, . . . , ep}, such
that G′′ is non-antipodal. Note thatC ⊆B since every contraction from a Θ-class inA makes the graph
antipodal. Moreover, by Claim 6.7 we have C ⊆ B+ or C ⊆ B−. Without loss of generality assume
that C ⊆B+.

Claim 6.8. The contraction πe1
(G′) contains a hypercube that is crossed exactly byB+ \ {e1}.

Proof. By assumption E+c is not peripheral in G′, hence there exists a vertex v ∈ E+c not incident with
any edge of E+c . For every e ∈ B+, E+c is peripheral in πe(G′), thus there is an edge in Ee connecting v
and an edge in Ec . Thus for every e ∈ B+, there is a path from v to E−c first crossing an edge in Ee and
then an edge in Ec . Vertex v together with the end-vertices of these paths form a collection of vertices
pairwise at distance 2. They have no common neighbor, since this neighbor would have to be in E−c , but
v has no neighbor in E−c . Since all pc-minors of G′ are in AG, Lemma 5.2 implies that the convex hull C
of these vertices is isomorphic to Q−n or Q−−n for some n> 0. This convex subset is crossed exactly by all
the Θ-classes ofB+ and Ec .

Contracting to πe1
(G′), C is is contracted into a hypercube crossed by allB+ \{e1} and Ec . Then the

lemma holds.

The graph G′′ and all its pc-minors are in AG by Claim 6.4 and all its contractions are antipodal. By
Lemma 5.3, we have G′′ ∼=Q−n . Now, we will consider the sequence of expansions of G′′ leading back the
first contraction πe1

(G′). Note that G′′ is crossed by precisely those Θ-classes that are not in C . These
are the Θ-classesA ∪B−, and the Θ-classesB+\C .

By Claims 6.6 and 6.7, everyΘ-class inA∪B− is peripheral in πe1
(G′) thus also in every contraction

of it. For each e ∈ A ∪B−\{c}, without loss of generality, say that E+e is the peripheral halfspace of
it. For Ec the halfspace E+c is peripheral, since e1 ∈ B+, so we can assume that E+e is peripheral for
each e ∈ A ∪ B−. Since G′′ ∼= Q−n is crossed by each Ee and E−e is non-peripheral in it, E−e is also
non-peripheral in every expansion in the sequence.

Let |A ∪B−|= k and |B+\C |= `. Then G′′ ∼=Q−n with n= k+ `, can be seen as a collection of 2k

disjoint subgraphs spanned on the edges ofB+\C each isomorphic to Q`, except for one isomorphic to
Q−
`

, and all connected in a hypercube manner by edges of A ∪B−. The subgraph isomorphic to Q−
`

is
precisely the subgraph

⋂

e∈A∪B− E+e .
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In other words πB+\C (G′′) ∼= Qk and for X ∈ {+,−}A∪B
−

we have ρX (G′′) ∼= Q` unless if X =
(+, . . . ,+) in which case ρX (G′′) ∼= Q−

`
. Next we prove that this structure is preserved when expanding

back towards πe1
(G′).

Claim 6.9. Let ¯̀= `+ p−1, where p = |C |. We have πB+\C (πe1
(G′))∼=Qk and for X ∈ {+,−}A∪B

−
we

have ρX (πe1
(G′))∼=Q¯̀ if and only if X 6= (+, . . . ,+).

Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on the number p, where G j is the jth expansion, starting
from G′′ = G0 and ending in πe1

(G′) = Gp−1. By the paragraph before the claim, the claim holds for G′′.
By induction assumption let the claim hold for G j , j ≥ 0, and let G j+1 be its expansion, in the

sequence of the expansions leading to πe1
(G′). Let f ∈ C be such that π f (G j+1) = G j and H1, H2 be the

subgraphs of G j we expand along.
First, we will prove that each copy of Q`+ j in G j not crossed by the Θ-classes A ∪B− is contained

in H1 ∩ H2. Denote A ∪B− = { f1, . . . , fs}. Consider an edge uv ∈ E fi
in G j such that u ∈ H1 ∩ H2. If

u ∈ E+fi
and v ∈ E−fi

, then E+fi
is peripheral in the expanded graph G j+1. Thus, v ∈ H1 ∩H2.

Now assume that u ∈ E−fi
and v ∈ E+fi

. We will prove that if additionally v /∈
⋂

e∈A∪B− E+e , then we
can also conclude v ∈ H1 ∩ H2. So let u, v ∈ E−fi′

for some other fi′ ∈ A ∪B− \ { fi}. For the sake of

contradiction assume that v /∈ H1 ∩ H2. Without loss of generality v ∈ H1. If v has a neighbor in E+fi′
–

say v′, then by the above arguments, if v′ ∈ H1 ∩ H2 then also v ∈ H1 ∩ H2. Thus, if v′ exists, then it is
in H1\H2.

Consider the contractions π fi′
(G j+1) and π fi′

(G j). Since fi′ ∈ A ∪B− both graphs are antipodal.
By Lemma 2.6, the expansion from π fi′

(G j) to π fi′
(G j+1) corresponds to sets π fi′

(H1) and π fi′
(H2).

Since v, v′ ∈ H1\H2, their image π fi′
(v) = π fi′

(v′) is in π fi′
(H1)\π fi′

(H2). Since u ∈ H1 ∩ H2, its
image is in π fi′

(H1) ∩ π fi′
(H2). Let −π fi′

(v),−π fi′
(u) be the antipodes of π fi′

(v),π fi′
(u) in π fi′

(G j),
respectively. Since π fi′

(G j+1) is an antipodal expansion of π fi′
(G j) by Lemma 2.14 we have, −π fi′

(v) ∈
π fi′
(H2)\π fi′

(H1) and −π fi′
(u) ∈ π fi′

(H1)∩π fi′
(H2).

Since v ∈ E+fi
also π fi′

(v) ∈ E+fi
, thus −π fi′

(v) ∈ E−fi
. Similarly, since u ∈ E−fi

also π fi′
(u) ∈ E−fi

, thus
−π fi′

(u) ∈ E+fi
.

Consider the contraction from G j to π fi′
(G j). By induction hypothesis, the structure of G j is such that

E−fi
is isomorphic to a hypercube crossed by E fi′

thus two vertices x , z of G j are contracted to −π fi′
(v).

Since −π fi′
(v) ∈ π fi′

(H2)\π fi′
(H1), we have x , z ∈ H2\H1.

On the other hand, at least one vertex w ∈ H1 ∩H2 of G j is contracted to −π fi′
(u). It also holds that

the vertices x , z ∈ E−fi
and w ∈ E+fi

. Since uv is an edge, −π fi′
(u)−π fi′

(v) is an edge. Hence, xw or zw
has to be an edge - say without loss of generality zw is an edge. Then we have a pair of adjacent vertices
w, z such that w ∈ H1 ∩ H2 ∩ E+fi

and z ∈ H1\H2 ∩ E−fi
. We have already shown that this is impossible.

Thus, u ∈ H1 ∩H2 implies v ∈ H1 ∩H2.
Now consider the copies of Q`+ j in G j . By Claim 6.8, πe1

(G′) contains a hypercube crossed by exactly
all the Θ-classes ofB+\{e1}. The latter implies that G j+1 contains a hypercube crossed by precisely the
Θ-classes crossing copies Q`+ j in G j plus the Θ-class obtained while expanding to G j+1. In particular
this implies that one of the copies of Q`+ j in G j gets completely expanded, i.e. that copy is completely in
H1∩H2. Since none of the copies of Q`+ j in G j is in

⋂

e∈A∪B− E+e , by the above paragraph this property
propagates to all the copies of Q`+ j , i.e. all of them are completely in H1 ∩ H2. Since the non-cube
⋂

e∈A∪B− E+e cannot expand to a cube, G j+1 is as stated in the claim.

The following claim will suffice to finish the proof of the lemma.

Claim 6.10. If the expansion G′ of πe1
(G′) is such that πc(G′) is antipodal and Ec is not peripheral in G′,

then G′ is not in AG.
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Proof. Consider the expansion along sets G1 and G2. Since e1 ∈ B+, the halfspace E+c is peripheral in
πe1
(G′). Moreover, by Claim 6.9 we have E−c

∼=Qk+¯̀−1 and E+c 6
∼=Qk+¯̀−1. On the other hand, since Ec is

not peripheral in G′, there is an edge zz′ ∈ πe1
(G′)∩Ec such that z ∈ (G1\G2)∩E−c and z′ ∈ G1∩G2∩E+c .

Note thatπc(G′) is an antipodal expansion ofπe1
(πc(G′))∼=Qk+¯̀−1. By Lemma 2.6, it is an expansion

along sets πc(G1) and πc(G2). In the following we will use Lemma 2.6 to get properties of G1, G2 from
the expansion πc(G1),πc(G2).

We consider two cases, either πc(G′) is a full expansion of πe1
(πc(G′)) ∼= Qk+¯̀−1 or not. In the first

case, every vertex of πe1
(πc(G′)) is in πc(G1)∩πc(G2), thus for any edge Ec in πe1

(G′) we have that one
of its endpoints is in G1 ∩G2 and any vertex not incident to Ec is in G1 ∩G2, as well. Since E+c 6

∼=Qk+¯̀−1
there is a missing vertex in it.

Let v be a vertex in (G1\G2) ∩ E−c that is as close as possible to a missing vertex. We have proved
above that v exists (one candidate would be z). Since the expansion is full, by the above paragraph, v is
not adjacent to the missing vertex. Then by the above paragraph its neighbor in E+c and by the choice of
v all its neighbors in E−c closer to the missing vertex are in G1 ∩G2. In the expansion G′, the expansions
of these vertices together with v give rise to vertices pairwise at distance 2. Since v is not expanded they
have no common neighbor. By Claim 6.4 G′ and all its pc-minors are in AG, thus by Lemma 5.2, their
convex hull C is a cube minus a vertex or a cube minus two antipodes. Moreover, by the choice of v and
since E−c

∼= Qk+¯̀−1 in πe1
(G1), the hull C also has the missing vertex. However, now also its expansion

is missing, thus two adjacent vertices are missing from C . Thus, C is not isomorphic to a cube minus a
vertex or a cube minus two antipodes.

Now consider that πc(G′) is not a full expansion of πe1
(πc(G′))∼=Qk+¯̀−1. Then there exists a vertex

v of πe1
(πc(G′)) with v ∈ πc(G2)\πc(G1). Then there is a vertex w of πe1

(G′) in the preimage of v such
that w ∈ (G2\G1)∩E−c . Let again zz′ ∈ πe1

(G′) be an edge as in the first paragraph, i.e. zz′ ∈ Ec such that
z ∈ (G1\G2)∩ E−c and z′ ∈ G1 ∩ G2 ∩ E+c . Then let y ∈ E−c be the closest vertex to z such that y ∈ G2\G1
(one candidate would be w). Now, let x be a vertex in the interval from z to y such that x ∈ G1\G2 and
x is as close as possible to y . Then all the vertices in the interval from x to y are in G1 ∩ G2 except for
x , y . Then since E−c

∼=Qk+¯̀−1 the interval from x to y is isomorphic to a hypercube, i.e. antipodal. Then,
also its expansion is an antipodal graph, but one preimage of z′ has no gate in it by Lemma 2.19.

By the above claim the sequence of contraction cannot exist which gives a contradiction. Thus there
is no G′, G and the lemma holds.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since Lemma 6.2 holds, by Lemma 6.3 we obtain the theorem.

7 Further characterizations and recognition of tope graphs

In this section we will describe the important implications of Theorem 1.1. It can be read without
having gone through the technicalities of the previous sections. In particular, we give polynomial time
recognition algorithm for tope graphs of COMs, specialize our results to tope graphs of OMs, AOMs,
and LOPs (of bounded rank), and prove a conjecture of [10]. But first of all, Theorem 1.1 can be
used to obtain a characterization of GCOM in terms of zone graphs that is a generalization of a result of
Handa [26].

Corollary 7.1. A graph G is the tope graph of a COM, i.e. G ∈ GCOM, if and only if G is a partial cube such
that all iterated zone graphs are well-embedded partial cubes.

Proof. If G ∈ GCOM, then by Lemma 4.12 all its zone graphs are well-embedded partial cubes and in
GCOM. Hence, the argument can be iterated to prove that ζe1,...,ek

(G) is a partial cube for any sequence
of hyperspaces.

If G /∈ GCOM, then by Theorem 1.1 there is an H ∈ Q− such that H = πA(ρX (G)) for some Θ-classes
of G. By Lemma 5.5 we can thus find a sequence e1, . . . , ek such that ζe1,...,ek

(πA(ρX (G))) is not a partial
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cube. If ζei ,...,ek
(G) was a well-embedded partial cube for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then by Lemma 2.9 we could

find sets of Θ-classes A′ and X ′ in it such that ζe1,...,ek
(πA(ρX (G))) = πA′(ρX ′(ζe1,...,ek

(G))). But then the
latter would be a partial cube, contradicting the choice of e1, . . . , ek. Therefore there is an iterated zone
graph of G that is not a partial cube.

Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 7.1 specialize to other systems of sign-vectors. Using Proposition 4.13
we immediately get:

Corollary 7.2. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G is the tope graph of an OM, i.e., G ∈ GOM,

(ii) G is an antipodal partial cube and all its antipodal subgraphs are gated,

(iii) G is in F (Q−) and antipodal,

(iv) G is an antipodal partial cube and all its iterated zone graphs are well-embedded partial cubes.

Note that the equivalence (i)⇔(ii) corresponds to a characterization of tope sets of OMs due to da
Silva [14] and (i)⇔(vi) corresponds to a characterization of tope sets of Handa [27].

Let us call an affine subgraph G′ of an affine partial cube G conformal if for all v ∈ G′ we have
−G′ v ∈ G′⇔−G v ∈ G. We give an intrinsic characterization of GAOM:

Corollary 7.3. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G is the tope graph of an AOM, i.e., G ∈ GAOM,

(ii) G is an affine partial cube and all its antipodal and conformal subgraphs are gated,

(iii) G is in F (Q−) (or G ∈ GCOM), affine, and all its conformal subgraphs are gated.

Proof. By Proposition 4.14, G ∈ GAOM if and only if G is an affine partial cube such that the antipodal eG
containing G as a halfspace is in GOM. By Corollary 7.2 this is equivalent to all antipodal subgraphs of
eG being gated. It is easy to see, that the antipodal subgraphs of eG correspond to the antipodal and the
conformal subgraphs of G and they are gated if and only if the corresponding antipodal and conformal
subgraphs of G are. This proves (i)⇔(ii).

For lopsided sets the (i)⇔(ii) part of the corollary corresponds to a characterization due to Lawrence [30].
For the complete statement denote Q−− := {Q−−n | n≥ 3}.

Corollary 7.4. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G is the tope graph of a LOP, i.e., G ∈ GLOP,

(ii) G is a partial cube and all its antipodal subgraphs are hypercubes,

(iii) G is in F (Q−−).

Proof. By Proposition 4.15 and Theorem 1.1 G ∈ GLOP is equivalent to the property that G has all an-
tipodal subgraphs gated and isomorphic to hypercubes. But hypercubes are always gated. This gives
(i)⇔(ii).

The implication (ii)⇒(iii) follows from the fact that GLOP is pc-minor closed while the graphs from
Q−− are (pc-minor minimal) non-hypercube antipodal graphs.

To prove (iii)⇒(ii), let G be a pc-minor-minimal partial cube with an antipodal subgraph not iso-
morphic to a hypercube. Then G is antipodal and not isomorphic to a hypercube. Let G be embedded in
a Qn for some minimal n ∈ N. Now, G can be seen as Qn minus a set of antipodal pairs of vertices. Take
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a pair u, v of vertices in Qn not in G at a minimal distance in Qn. If d(u, v) = 1, contacting the Θ-class
of uv contract G to an antipodal subgraph not isomorphic to a hypercube, contradicting that G is pc-
minor-minimal. The interval conv(u, v) in Qn intersected with G is a convex subgraph of G isomorphic
to a hypercube minus a vertex. Note that d(u, v) > 2, since otherwise the subgraph is not connected.
Since G is pc-minor-minimal, the subgraph is the whole G and thus G is in Q−−.

Recall that by Lemma 4.2 the rank of a COM is the dimension of a maximal hypercube to which its
tope graph can be contracted. Considering COMs of bounded rank, we can reduce the set of excluded
pc-minors to a finite list. For any r ≥ 3 define the following finite sets

Q−r := {Q−∗n ,Q−−n (m),Q
−−
r+2(r + 2),Qr+1 | 4≤ n≤ r + 1; 1≤ m≤ n} ⊂ Q− ∪ {Qr+1},

and
Q−−r := {Q−−n ,Qr+1 | 3≤ n≤ r + 1} ⊂ Q−− ∪ {Qr+1}.

Corollary 7.5. For a graph G and an integer r ≥ 3 we have:

• G ∈ GCOM of rank at most r ⇔ G ∈ F (Q−r ).

• G ∈ GOM of rank at most r ⇔ G ∈ F (Q−r ) and G is antipodal.

• G ∈ GAOM of rank at most r ⇔ G ∈ F (Q−r ), G is affine and all its conformal subgraphs are gated.

• G ∈ GLOP of rank at most r ⇔ G ∈ F (Q−−r ).

Proof. The respective proofs follow immediately from Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4
together with the observation that the largest hypercube that is a contraction minor of Q−∗n and Q−−n (m)
is of dimension n− 1 for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1 and of Q−−n (n) ∈ Q

− is of dimension n− 2. Now, the graphical
interpretation of the rank as given in Lemma 4.2 gives the result.

Note that using Proposition 2.4 can easily be seen to yield a polynomial time recognition algorithm
for the recognition of the bounded rank classes above. However, Theorem 1.1 also yields polynomial
time recognition algorithms for the unrestricted classes.

Corollary 7.6. The recognition of graphs from any of the classes GCOM,GAOM,GOM,GLOP can be done in
polynomial time.

Proof. By [21], partial cubes can be recognized and embedded in a hypercube in quadratic time. For a
partial cube embedded in a hypercube checking if it is antipodal can be done in linear time by checking
if every vertex has its antipode. Note that the convex hull of any subset can be computed in linear time
in the number of edges (for instance by using Lemma 2.1 for a graph embedded in a hypercube) and
checking if a convex subgraph is gated is linear by Lemma 4.6.

We proceed by designing recognition algorithms using the (i)⇔(ii) part of the respective character-
izations. We start by computing conv(u, v) for all pairs of vertices u, v and storing them. We check
if conv(u, v) is antipodal, and if so we check if it is gated and if it is isomorphic to a hypercube,
i.e. |conv(u, v)| = 2d(u,v). If all the antipodal graphs obtained in this way are gated, then G ∈ GCOM,
otherwise we do not proceed. If G is among the antipodal subgraphs, then GOM. Moreover, if all the
antipodal subgraphs are isomorphic to hypercubes, then G ∈ GLOP.

We continue by checking for each conv(u, v) if it is an affine subgraphs. For each pair u′, v′ ∈
conv(u, v) such that |conv(u′, v′)| < |conv(u, v)| we store the pair in NA(u, v), and we search for a pair
w,−conv(u,v)w ∈ conv(u, v) such that the set of Θ-classes on a shortest (u′, w)-path and on a shortest
(v′,−conv(u,v)w)-path are disjoint. Note that the convex hulls are already computed. If this is the case for
all such u′, v′, we store conv(u, v) as an affine subgraph. The correctness follows from Proposition 2.16.

Now we check if the whole graph is affine, in this case say G = conv(u, v). Then for every affine
subgraph conv(u′, v′) and vertex w ∈ conv(u′, v′), we check if the pair w,−conv(u′,v′)w is a pair in NA(u′, v′)
if and only if w,−Gw is a pair in NA(u, v). If this is the case, conv(u′, v′) is a conformal subgraph and we
check if it is gated. Finally, if all conformal subgraphs are gated, then G ∈ GAOM.
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A partial cube is called Pasch, their class is denoted by S4, if any two disjoint convex subgraphs lie
in two disjoint halfspaces. We confirm a conjecture from [10]:

Corollary 7.7. The class S4 of Pasch graphs is a subclass of GCOM.

Proof. Correcting the list given in [9, 11], in [10] the list of excluded pc-minors of Pasch graphs has been
given, see Figure 9. With this it is easy to verify that S4 ⊂F (Q−). Another way of seeing the inclusion
is using [10, Theorem A], which confirms that the convex closure of any isometric cycle in a Pasch graph
is gated. By Lemma 2.15 in particular we have that all antipodal subgraphs are gated and the claim
follows from Theorem 1.1.

Figure 9: The set of minimal forbidden pc-minors of S4.

Note that together with a recent paper [34], Corollary 7.7 implies that netlike partial cubes are tope
graphs of COMs. Moreover, it provides an alternative proof for the fact that hypercellular graphs are
tope graphs of COMs, see [10], and therefore also median graphs, and bipartite cellular graphs.

8 Problems

This final section resumes the central open problems that either result from our paper or might be
attacked from a new perspective using our results.

Let us start with the following:

Remark 8.1. Any partial cube is a convex subgraph of an antipodal partial cube.

To see this, consider an arbitrary partial cube G embedded in a hypercube Qn. Construct an induced
subgraph AG of the hypercube Qn+3 where the convex subgraph with the last three coordinates equal
to 1 is G, the convex subgraph with the last three coordinates equal to −1 is −G and the other convex
subgraphs given by fixing the last three coordinates are isomorphic to Qn. It is easily checked that AG
is an antipodal partial cube with G a convex subgraph of it. Nevertheless even if G ∈ GCOM, AG is not
necessary in GCOM, e.g., it is easy to check that AC6

has a Q∗−4 -minor. Thus, let us restate a conjecture
from [3, Conjecture 1] in terms of tope graphs.

Conjecture 1. Every tope graph of a COM is a convex subgraph of a tope graph of an OM.

Note that an affirmative answer to this question would immediately give a topological representation
theorem for COMs.

A question arising from Corollaries 7.2 and 7.3 is based on the observation that GAOM and GOM are
closed under contraction.
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Problem 1. Find the list of minimal excluded affine and antipodal contraction-minors for the classes GAOM
and GOM, respectively.

Using Proposition 2.16 it is easy to see, that the affine partial cubes in Q− are exactly the graphs
of the form Q−−n (m). So this gives a family of excluded contraction minors for GAOM. However, it is
not complete since some graphs of this family, e.g. the one arising from Q−−4 (1), have halfspaces that
are COMs which therefore have to be excluded as well. Moreover, the antipodal subgraphs obtained as
in the proof of Proposition 2.16 from the affine graphs Q−−n (m) give a family of excluded contraction
minors for GOM. In particular, this implies that the only non-matroidal antipodal graphs with at most
five Θ-classes are the ones coming from the four graphs Q−−4 (1), . . . ,Q−−4 (4) – a result originally due
to Handa [27]. However, also this family is incomplete, since the graph AC6

constructed above has no
halfspace in Q−.

Several characterizations of planar partial cubes are known [1, 16], where the latter corrects a char-
acterization from [33]. A particular consequence of Corollary 7.5 is that tope graphs of OMs of rank
at most three are characterized by the finite list of excluded pc-minors Q−3 . By a result of Fukuda and
Handa [23] this graph class coincides with the class of antipodal planar partial cubes. Since planar
partial cubes are closed under pc-minors, we wonder about an extension of this result to general planar
partial cubes:

Problem 2. Find the list of minimal excluded pc-minors for the class of planar partial cubes.

It is easy to see, that any answer here will be an infinite list, since a (strict) subfamily is given by the
set {Gn�K2 | n≥ 3}, where Gn denotes the gear graph (also known as cogwheel) on 2n+1 vertices, see
Figure 10.

G3�K2 G4�K2 G5�K2

Figure 10: The first three members of an infinite family of minimal obstructions for planar partial cubes.

This in particular shows, that if a pc-minor closed class is contained in an (ordinary) minor closed
graph class it can still have an infinite list of excluded minors. A tempting probably quite hard problem
is the following:

Problem 3. Give a criterion for when a pc-minor closed class has a finite list of excluded pc-minors.
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